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CAS, CCAuCES to collaborate on
fall 2001 conference in Canada

by Daniel Pinkerton

This fall you can’t entirely “blame Canada” for a temporary intellectual exodus to our north. The Center will be equally responsible, because
the Canadian Centre for Austrian and Central European Studies (CCAuCES) of the University of Alberta and the Center for Austrian Studies
(CAS) of the University of Minnesota will jointly host the conference
“Nationalist Myths and Pluralist Realities in Central Europe,” 25-27
October 2001, at the University of Alberta, in Edmonton, Canada.
The possibility of a joint conference has been discussed for some time.
The Center has been actively cementing ties with other institutions by
cosponsoring conferences at other locations (as it did with last year’s
conference honoring István Deák at Columbia University), and the Center has enjoyed a close relationship with CCAuCES director Franz Szabo,
a past ACI prizewinner who has participated in our seminar series and
Center symposia.
“Since the establishment of CCAuCES two years ago,” said Szabo in
an e-mail interview, “we have been delighted at the warm welcome we
have received from our friends at the Center for Austrian Studies. The
Universities of Alberta and Minnesota are among the leading postsecondary institutions in our respective countries and the homes of some of the
nest Austrian and Central European library collections in the world. We
are honored that the Center for Austrian Studies is willing to mount our
very rst joint project on our ‘home rink’ as it were.”
The objective of this conference will be to reexamine the myths of
Central European history, which have taken such strong root in the popular culture of the respective successor-state societies that they remain bitter impediments to the avowed pluralism and integration process of the
new Europe. “Austrian, Central European, and Habsburg scholars may
have an advantage, since such issues as the construction of nationalist
myths in the pluralistic hotbed of central Europe have been our bread and
butter for a long time,” Szabo explained. “All of us are aware of how
important historical myths have been in the enterprise of nation building
in our corner of Europe and how tenaciously some of these myths have
taken hold in the popular imagination among Habsburg successor states.
The tenacity of some of these popular notions in the face of research that
should demolish them only shows how important it is to keep coming
back to these questions and to do so with vigor.” The period under consideration will focus primarily on the early modern and modern periods
(i.e, since the Renaissance), though consideration will be given to earlier
topics where appropriate.
Gerhard Weiss, interim director of the Center, has added, “We are
looking forward to this cooperation with our Canadian counterpart and
hope for active, international participation. The topic is a timely one,
especially after the recent EU conference in Nice which offered prospects
for an extension of the European Union, while at the same time Europe is
still confronted by increasing nationalism and regionalism. We hope for
continued on page 20
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Letter from the Director
Greetings from Minnesota,

I am happy to report that at the annual meeting of the German Studies
Association (of which I am the outgoing president) in Houston, the program included a considerable number of sessions and round-table discussions focusing on Austria, leading subsequently to a spirited discussion
on H-Habsburg about the appropriate place of Austria in the field of German Studies. At the annual conference of the American Association of
Teachers of German in Boston in November, Austria was also well represented. Lectures on Austrian literature, a “Kulturabend” focusing on Hofmannsthal’s Rosenkavalier, and the heavily visited Austrian booth in the
Exhibition Hall created a very positive Austrian presence. We welcome
the many new subscribers to the Newsletter who signed up at the Austrian
booth, and we thank the Austrian Cultural Institute, Mag. Aichinger, and
Mrs. Zeitlhofer for their continuing support.
At the Center itself, we were happy to welcome Dr. Nicole Slupetzky
from Salzburg, who taught a course on contemporary Austrian history
during the fall semester and also serves on the editorial board of the Austrian History Yearbook. She has now returned to Austria, but she will
visit us again soon. Our seminar series featured the usual wide range of
subjects—from Austrian glaciers and global warming (Professor Heinz
Slupetzky, University of Salzburg) to the peculiar neighborly relationship
between Austria and Germany (Professor Helmut Konrad, University of
Graz). We had a pleasant gathering with Austrian students from the Twin
Cities area late in November, and we are looking forward to our winter
and spring series, and to our “mini-conference” on 5 April, when Professor Pelinka will deliver the annual Kann lecture, and Professor Jelavich
and others will present important papers (see p. 3).
Finally, congratulations are in order. On 12 December, our good friend
and longtime colleague, the founder of the Austrian History Yearbook,
Professor John Rath, celebrated his 90th birthday. All who work in the
field of Austrian history and culture owe him a great debt of gratitute.
Thank you, John. Our warmest wishes are with you.
Gerhard Weiss
Interim Director

where this winter has had an early and
rather cold start. We look with envy at the
springlike temperatures reported from
Vienna, where—so our sources tell us
—roses are still blooming in the Volksgarten. The thought of a stroll down
Kärntnerstrasse, or a visit to the new
Galleria shopping center near the Opera
and the Ring seem at this time so much
more attractive than having to bundle up
for a journey to the Mall of America.
Well, enough of these reflections. We
have weightier matters to report on than the weather!
Most important for the Center for Austrian Studies is, of course, the
search for the new director. The Department of History’s search committee has identified four excellent scholars of Austrian and Central European history, who also over the years have had extensive connections
with the Center. They visited the campus during early December, gave
presentations, met among others with the interim director, and now the
Department of History (having received CAS input) will be deliberating
and negotiating about the final choice. We expect white smoke to eminate from the Social Sciences Building soon: “Habemus praefectum!”
We also hope that in due course the director’s position may be linked to
an endowed chair in Austrian Studies, if funding can be found.
It has been an active fall season for the Center and the interim director.
I spent a week in Vienna, meeting with representatives of the Bundesministerium für Bildung, Wissenschaft und Kultur and the Bundesministerium für Auswärtige Angelegenheiten. It is reassuring to see that Austria
continues to have a great interest in the work and future of the Center. It
is also always a pleasure to listen to the advice of Professor Fritz Fellner,
one of the strongest supporters of the Center since its inception. I found
a warm and positive reception at the University of Vienna and also at the
University of Salzburg, where Professor Dorothea Steiner continues to be
a wonderfully active friend.
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EDITOR’S NOTE
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Thirteen is supposed to be an unlucky number. But as ASN begins
its thirteenth year of publication, things look awfully good at the
Center. The interim director’s letter above points out some of the reasons, which include a soon-to-be-selected permanent director. I am
hoping to put that person on the front page of the spring ASN—so let’s
hope that the process doesn’t drag out as long as the American presidential elections did! On a more serious note, I think I can speak for all
of the staff when I say that the level of input we have had in this process is unusually high—the chair of the search committee genuinely
wanted to know what the staff thought of each candidate’s potential as
a Center administrator. On the staff’s behalf, I thank them.
A piece of good news that boosted our spirits (and will help our new
director) was a recently completed University of Minnesota review
of the Center. It praised CAS for its scholarly activity and for accomplishing more than one would expect, given its modest resources,
staffing, and space. A suggestion was even made that, if at all possible, a little more of all three would help CAS be even more productive. That may or may not be forthcoming, but the enthusiasm of one’s
home institution is always an encouraging sign.
Daniel Pinkerton
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distributed free of charge to interested subscribers as a public service of the
Center for Austrian Studies.
Interim Director: Gerhard H. Weiss
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Subscriptions: casahy@umn.edu
We also have a subscription form at our website.
The Center for Austrian Studies is an independent unit of the College of
Liberal Arts, University of Minnesota.
The University of Minnesota is an equal opportunity educator and employer.
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News from the Center

Spring mini-conference to
feature Pelinka, Jelavich

Minnesota Calendar
8 FEBRUARY. Seminar. Richard McCormick,
German, University of Minnesota. “Austrian Emigré Filmmakers.” 3:30 P.M., Ford
Room, 710 Social Sciences.
15 FEBRUARY. Seminar. Leo Riegert, German, University of Minnesota. “Assimilated Jewish Identity in Turn-of-the Century Austria: The Case of Karl Emil Franzos.” 3:30 P.M., Ford Room, 710 Social
Sciences.
1 MARCH. Seminar. Eric Hollas, director, Hill
Monastic Manuscript Library, St. John’s
University.“Austrian Monasteries and the
HMML.” 3:30 P.M., 4th floor, Wilson Library.
Cosponsored by Friends of the University of Minnesota Libraries.
15 MARCH. Seminar. Rosemarie Lester, German, University of Wisconsin- Madison.
“An Austrian in Wisconsin, 1856-1860:The
Impressions of Franz Hölzhuber.” 3:30
P.M., Ford Room, 710 Social Sciences.

Left, Prof. Anton Pelinka; right, Prof. Emeritus Charles Jelavich.

It may be well below freezing here at the
Center, but spring is actually just around the
corner—or at least it feels that way as we
announce the program for our 2001 spring
conference, “Austria in the Heart of Europe,”
Thursday, 5 April at the Center for Austrian
Studies.
The all-day interdisciplinary affair follows
on the heels of last year’s successful one-day
conference. As with that event, all sessions will
be held in the Cowles Auditorium of the Humphrey Center.
This year, the range of disciplines represented will be even greater. The highlight will
of course be the Kann Memorial Lecture, “Austrian Exceptionalism,” which will be delivered
by renowned political scientist Anton Pelinka.
His address will combine history and political
science to examine Austria’s position in Europe
and the world during the twentieth century
and analyze its evolving place in the European
Union.
Charles Jelavich, premiere Balkan historian
and professor Emeritus at Indiana University,
will deliver a presentation, “Yugoslavism in
Habsburg and Interwar South Slavic Education, 1870-1941.” In it, he will examine both
the relationship between the Serbs and the

Habsburg educational establishment and the
Habsburg influence on the Yugoslav educational system.
In addition, the conference will feature Egon
Schwarz, eminent Germanist from Washington University at St. Louis. Schwarz is well
known to friends of the Center as a past Kann
Memorial Lecturer and speaker at the “Great
Traditions” conference. He will deliver a lecture comparing Arthur Schnitzler’s Traumnovelle and Eyes Wide Shut, the film based on it.
Jelavich also to speak in St. Paul
The Center is particularly lucky to be able
to welcome Jelavich, an expert on South Slavic
nationalism and education who published both
on his own and in partnership with his late
wife Barbara. The University of St. Thomas in
St. Paul is bringing him to town for a public
lecture, “Balkan Nationalism: What Americans
Don’t Know and Should Understand,” 7:30
P.M. Tuesday, 3 April at the Brady Education
Center. The event will be free and open to the
public. The Center invited Jelavich to stay on
through Thursday, and he graciously agreed.
We thank the University of St. Thomas for their
cooperation.
continued on page 21
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5 APRIL. Conference. “Austria in the Heart
of Europe.” (See story this page.)

ACI Prize deadline:
The bell tolls for thee
It tolls for thee if you are an American,
Canadian, or Austrian citizen, have published a
monograph or successfully defended a dissertation between 1 January 1999 and 31 December 2000, and want to compete for travel funding to support your next Austrian research project. The 2001 ACI Prize for Best Book or Best
Dissertation, funded by the Austrian Cultural
Institute in New York and administered by the
Center for Austrian Studies, is ringing the bell;
if eligible, you can be nominated by your publisher, a colleague, an advisor, or yourself.
Categories alternate; the 2001 category is
“cultural studies,” including works that deal
with literature, music, art, philosophy, or science. Send nominations, along with five copies of each book or three copies of each dissertation, to: Chair, ACI Prize Committee, Center
for Austrian Studies (address on p. 2). Deadline: 31 January 2001.
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ELISABETH (LISL) CLOSE:
thoroughly Modernist woman

composed a kind of hymn or anthem for
the Austrian Social Democrats after the
First World War. Whenever there was a
big holiday, this was always played, so
everyone was familiar with his work.”
Her father, Viennese-born Gustav
Scheu (1875-1935), was a lawyer and
another prominent Social Democrat. He
and his wife, the writer Helene ScheuRiesz, had become acquainted with
English housing reform movements.
He was a founding member of
Wohnungsreform in Österreich and an
author of a wartime rent control law.
In 1919 Jacob Reumann, the Socialist
mayor of Vienna, appointed Gustav
Scheu as advisor on housing matters—
perhaps the city’s most pressing
problem, since there were so many
homeless and settlers were building houses on the outskirts of town.
During the year Scheu held that position and throughout the remainder
of his city council tenure, he remained involved in city housing policy,
and many architects gathered in the house: Loos, Alfred Keller, Robert
Oerley, Siegfried Theiss, Hans Jaksch, and others.
Given the atmosphere Lisl Close grew up in, it is not surprising that
she wanted a career in a highly creative field; nor is it surprising that
she chose architecture. She was accepted at the Hochschule in Vienna,
but the experience was not a pleasant one. “The instructors were quite
sexist,” Close recalled. “They didn’t believe a woman could do the
work, and even when you did it well, they were still unpleasant. I
applied to MIT [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] and they had
accepted me, but I did not have the money to go to America. A friend
of my father’s—an American he met on an ocean liner—offered to pay
my way, and so I was able to go. My benefactor was, by the way, Mr.
Edward Filene, founder of the Filene’s department store chain.”
Lisl Close thrived at MIT and stayed to earn her BA and her MA in
architecture. It was at MIT that she also met Winston Close, a young
American student. They became friends, but after graduation, Lisl took a
job in Philadelphia, while Winston went to work for the big Minneapolis
firm of Associated Architects (AA) (now Setter, Leach & Lindstrom).
They kept in touch, and when AA had an opening for a designer,
Winston called Lisl and told her. She applied, got the job, and they
worked together for two years before leaving to form their own firm,
Close & Scheu, in February 1938. They were their own bosses, but
tough ones. When, on 11 April 1938, they decided to become partners
in a personal and not just professional sense, they got married over their
lunch hour. As Lisl explained it, “We had work to do, so we had two
friends meet us at the courthouse, which wasn’t far from our office. We
were back at our desks at the end of the hour.”
Over the years, Close & Scheu (later Elizabeth & Winston Close
and now Close Associates) designed schools, hospitals, and other public
buildings.
“Our first major job,” said Lisl, “was a clinic in Red Wing. We
went down to interview for this project and while we were waiting

by Daniel Pinkerton
One of the Twin Cities’ Austrian
treasures—and a woman responsible for
some of the area’s visual heritage—is
Lisl Scheu Close. Born in Vienna, she
came to America to study architecture
and simply stayed, eventually becoming
a U.S. citizen. On an autumn afternoon
in 2000, the editor of the Austrian
Studies Newsletter drove to her home in
Falcon Heights, a suburb of St. Paul, in
the University Grove neighborhood.
This land was set aside by the University
of Minnesota after World War II for
young faculty to build architectdesigned houses on; there was an upper
limit to the amount you could spend on a
house (if you can imagine such a thing!)
to promote the creation of a somewhat egalitarian community.
Lisl and her late husband Winston Close designed their home. Like so
many of their residential designs, is very rectangular, using a modernist
architectural vocabulary that shows the influence of Viennese architects
(Adolf Loos in particular); yet it has its own unique character refined
over the decades. The exterior of Lisl Close’s home combines the
warmth of rich, unstained redwood with rough, manmade cinder block.
The two-level home is built into a hillside. A light, graceful circular
staircase leads from the lower level, where the garage, foyer, and areas
for work and play are located, to the upper level, where the living areas
are located. The windows of the bedrooms and the living room open
onto a terraced garden, and between generously sized windows and
skylights, the house is filled with light. Furniture and cabinetry were
also designed and built by the late Winston Close, Lisl’s husband and
professional partner for almost 60 years. It was the perfect setting for
a talk about Lisl Close’s journey from post-Secessionist Vienna to our
present American fin-de-siècle.
Lisl Close, a petite, vigorous woman, was born in 1912, one year
before the family moved into a new home in the thirteenth district
designed by Adolph Loos (see photograph, opposite page). According
to architectural historian Eve Blau, “Throughout the 1920s, the Scheu
residence . . . was a gathering place for left-leaning intellectuals and
artists (including, among others, Eugenie Schwarzwald, philanthropist
and feminist educator, and Robert Musil).” The building, which still
stands, is famous. It was the first of Loos’s “terraced” designs—a design
he would later adapt for workers’ houses in the outer districts of Red
Vienna.
Her family was prominent in Austrian Social Democratic politics,
going back to her grandfather Josef Scheu (1841-1904), a composer
who emigrated from Ehrenbreitstein, Germany (a little town along the
Rhine near Koblenz), and became not only a founding member of the
Austrian Social Democratic Party but also the founder of the Vienna
Workers Choral Union (Arbeiter-Sängerbund).
“I never knew my grandfather,” Lisl admitted, “but I have one or
two string quartets that I don’t think have ever been played. But he
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one of the main architects from a big firm walked in. He
saw us, turned around and walked out. And that was very
generous. It was a small job of course, but for us it was
very important.”
Lisl was designer for St. Barnabas Hospital in
Minneapolis, which eventually merged with Swedish
Hospital to become Metropolitan Medical Center (MMC).
“At the time of the merger, I had been doing the work
for St. Barnabas, including their residence for nurses,
some other buildings. They decided they needed a building
to join the two hospitals together, but the two hospitals
couldn’t make up their minds whether they should use the
firm Horty Elving, who had been doing all of Swedish
Hospital’s design, or me. They asked Tom Horty and me
to come to a meeting and asked, ‘How would you like to
work together?’ We had never met before, but we looked
at one another and said, ‘fine.’ And it was fine. Tom was
an emigré like me—from Hungary—and he was, of course,
very knowledgeable about hospitals. We worked well
together and the result was a very good building.” After the
merger, she continued to work for MMC, designing their
medical office building/parking garage across the street.
Lisl refers to the Freshwater Biological Institute on
the shore of Lake Minnetonka as her favorite job. She and Winston
designed it together, and it is magnificent. It’s a functional yet
spectacularly attractive building—the extensive use of wood makes
it fit in beautifully with its surroundings. “It was a very interesting
job, and we had a chance to do things there that we had never done
before. We had a wonderful board of directors who worked with us.
We also departed from standard procedure by hiring from within Close
Associates for clerk of the works, the person who keeps track of what
was going on at the building site. I thought it would make a better sense
to get somebody who really was familiar with the program and what
had been discussed, so I suggested that we hire Wally Wilcox, a guy
who had been working in the office, to supervise the construction. That
worked very well.
“Wally was one of the ‘Bucky’ boys, from when Buckminster Fuller
was here at Minnesota and taught for a while. People don’t know it,
but one of Bucky’s early domes was built here in Minnesota, on a
farm south of the city that belonged to sculptor Lonnie Hauser and
dancer Nancy Hauser [founder of Minneapolis’s Nancy Hauser Dance
Company—ed.].”
A building of Lisl and Winston’s that is familiar to many residents
who live or travel in the university area is the self-designed Close
Associates offices at 3101 E. Franklin Avenue, built in the early 1950s.
“It’s a small building,” said Lisl, “but one of my favorites. We managed
to fit all the necessary work spaces and offices into something that is
not much bigger than a home, fits into the neighborhood, and had a very
convenient location that was near both Winston’s job at the University
and our home.”
Lisl and Winston designed many private homes as well, including a
number for university faculty whom the Closes knew through Winston’s
position at the University of Minnesota. Since one hallmark of Close
homes has always been an ability to do more with a little less, their
designs were popular with University Grove home builders. But there
are Close homes all around the Twin Cities, Minnesota, Montana, New
Mexico, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Connecticut.
Occasionally, a Close building does end up being destroyed to make
way for a newer building. I asked Lisl how she felt when a Closedesigned building was torn down. She gave an elegant, unsentimental
Viennese shrug. “That happened to one of my favorite houses in Indian
Hills. It was an interesting building, and I feel sorry they tore it down,

Gustav Scheu house (Adolf Loos, 1913).

but c’est la vie. We can’t weep over things like that.”
I asked if, after all these years in America, she still felt a connection
to Austria. “Oh, yes!” she answered quickly. “I still have one niece
who lives in Vienna, and one who just moved back home with her
husband from Indonesia to Salzburg province. I have gone regularly to
Austria to visit them, and they have visited us.” (A third niece lives
in Tokyo—ed.)
In addition, Lisl has a guest book created in 1913 for the Scheu
household by Adolf Loos, featuring a handwritten introductory essay.
She has offered it to the Museum of the City of Vienna, which has
gratefully accepted it. She will be going to Vienna in the spring to
formally present it to the museum. In the meantime, University of
Minnesota librarian Alan Lathrop has made copies of the book, some
of which Lisl will give to her children. She expressed a desire to
donate one copy to the Center or the University of Minnesota’s Special
Collections, to be housed the the new Elmer Andersen Library.
Winston and Lisl’s children have all inherited their parents’
intelligence and creativity and enriched the region in their own ways.
Daughter Anne (now Anne Close Ulmer) is a professor of German at
Carleton College, son Roy was an arts journalist for many years and is
now an arts administrator and playwright, and youngest child Bob is a
landscape architect with his own firm, Close Landscape Architecture,
based in St. Paul.
Winston passed away in 1997 and Close Associates was sold to
another architect who worked in the office, but Lisl remains mentally
and physically active. One of her recent pleasures was the gift (from
her daughter-in-law) of Eve Blau’s The Architecture of Red Vienna,
1919-1934. “The research was exhaustive, and I enjoyed the writing—
and all those pictures! They really were a compendium of work from
my youth that excited and inspired me. I sent a letter to her, asking if
she was an emigré, too. Something about the book’s sensibility made me
ask. She wrote back, and it turns out that she is—she was born in the
U.S. but was raised in Austria. I’d like to meet her some day.”
This article incorporated material from The Architecture of Red
Vienna by Eve Blau (MIT Press, 1999), winner of the 2000 ACI Prize for
Best Book, and from Lisl’s son Roy Close. v
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FACES OF

FALL

Y2K
These photographs are a “rogue’s
gallery” of just a few of the distinguished and hardworking colleagues who made the Center’s
summer and fall a happy and
busy one.
Clockwise from top: First,
Helmut Konrad of the University
of Graz, who gave a seminar talk
on the complex historical relationship between Germany and
Austria, poses with our interim
director, Gerhard Weiss (to Konrad’s left).
Next, Lonnie Johnson, executive secretary of the AustrianAmerican Educational Commission (Austrian Fulbright Commission), on a summer visit to
the Center, joins Gerhard and a

large indoor plant. Again, Gerhard manages to be
on the left, though the plant is even farther left—
perhaps aligning with the Greens?
The following group photo is a scene from the
Center’s holiday party, with Erika Kahler (right)—
community member and Austrian native who prepared a sumptuous feast for students, staff and faculty—chatting with two Austrian students.
Finally, we have a picture taken by Gerhard in
Boston at the American Association of Teachers of
German/American Council of Teachers of Foreign
Languages fall convention, where Friederike Zeitlhofer cheerfully staffed the Austrian Cultural Institute booth. Happy Y2K+1, everybody!
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Up, up, and away?
Graduate Students: The Center offers three travel
grants to graduate students at the University of Minnesota
to do research in Austria. These grants are available to
graduate students in the humanities, social sciences and
business administration who are doing research on a topic
that requires study in Austria.
Applicants must submit a description of the research
project, a transcript, two letters of recommendation, and
a cover letter to the Graduate Travel Grant Coordinator at
the Center (address p. 2).
National Graduate Student Grant: The Center also
offers a travel grant to graduate students at other U.S.
universities to do research in Austria. This grant is
available to graduate students in the humanities, social
sciences, and business administration who are doing
research on a topic that requires study in Austria.
Applicants must submit a description of the research
project, a transcript, two letters of recommendation (one
assessing German language ability), and a cover letter to
the Graduate Travel Coordinator.
For more information, contact Leo Riegert. (612) 624-4825, fax (612)
626-9004, or e-mail: rieg0004@tc.umn.edu. For both undergraduate and
graduate grants, the Deadline is 15 March 2001.

You say you need to study Austria up close and
personal? The Center for Austrian Studies will help a
number of talented undergraduates and graduates do
just that by offering a series of travel grants.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens. There is no age
limit and students may apply regardless of financial
need. The grants offer each recipient up to $1,000 in
travel funds.They must be used for a study program
offered at various Austrian educational institutions.
Undergraduates: The Center offers three travel
grants to University of Minnesota undergraduate
students to enable study of language or other subjects
at an educational institution in Austria. It is open to
undergraduate students who have begun their study
of German with demonstrated success and wish to
carry that study forward intensively in a Germanspeaking environment.
Applicants must submit a one-page statement
indicating the reasons for wanting to study in Austria
and how this study will fit into future educational
plans, a transcript of grades, and two letters of recommendation (one
from a German instructor) to the Undergraduate Travel Grant Coordinator at the Center’s address (for mailing address, see p. 2).

Opportunity knocks: U. S. TAship Program in Austria

5. Remuneration: Teaching assistants currently (2000-2001) receive
a monthly gross salary of ATS 16,227 from which deductions for mandatory compulsory health and accident insurance and Austrian income tax
are made, resulting in a net salary of ATS 12,100. Most TAs have found
this an adequate salary for living in Austria, contingent upon their housing costs. Teaching assistants do not receive any additional support for
travel to Austria or for dependents. However, dependents are covered by
the aforementioned health and accident insurance.
6. Application: Graduating seniors may apply, provided they have
their degrees before assuming the positions. Complete applications are
due 1 March for the following school year and should be addressed
to: Fulbright Commission, Schmidgasse 14, A-1082 Vienna, Austria,
Europe. They must include:
• 1 application form available from the Austrian Fulbright Commission
in paper and online at http://www.oead.ac.at/fulbright/taapplic.htm (1
original plus 2 copies)
• 1 short biographical application essay describing you as an individual
and your reasons for wanting to be a teaching assistant in Austria (1
original plus 2 copies)
2 letters of reference
• 1 certificate or letter by a German department documenting the candidate’s proficiency in German
• 1 current transcript of academic records (including the B.A. when
available)
7. Final selection and placement: Finalists will be informed by beginning of April about their status and may plan on having a teaching assistantship position in Austria. The Ministry of Education makes the final
assignments to individual schools, and hence locations, in May, and finalists are notified of their specific assignments as soon as possible thereafter. A nonrefundable administrative fee of US $100 is due to the Fulbright
Commission upon acceptance of the position.

1. Program Background and Objectives: Since 1963 this program has
provided college and university graduates with opportunities to work at
secondary schools throughout Austria as teaching assistants. U.S. teaching assistants not only enhance the instruction of English as native speakers, they also are important resource persons for first hand information
about the “American way of life.” Although the participants in this program make a substantial contribution to the fulfillment of the Fulbright
mandate of promoting mutual understanding between the peoples of
Austria and the United States, this teaching assistantship program is not
part of the official Fulbright Grant program.
2. Description of Position: U.S. teaching assistants are assigned to
one or two Austrian secondary schools and required to assist teachers of
English in classroom instruction 12 hours per week. Applicants should
have at least a B.A. degree and be interested in careers in education. Prospective teachers of German or ESL and/or graduates with a documented
interest in Austrian studies are particularly encouraged to apply. A working knowledge of German is required and necessary to facilitate classroom work.
3. Placement: The Austrian Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs
works together with provincial school boards to place approximately 70
U.S. teaching assistants at schools in all nine Austrian provinces. Applicants may request city or region to which they wish to be assigned. However, the number of teaching positions available in larger metropolitan
areas, such as Vienna, Salzburg, Graz, and Innsbruck, is limited. Therefore applicants also should be prepared to accept teaching positions in
smaller communities.
4. Duration: U.S. teaching assistants are employed from 1 October
-31 May of the school year. They are required to attend an orientation
seminar held during the last week of September before beginning their
assignments. U.S. teaching assistants with a superior record of performance may apply to have their assistantships extended for a second
year.
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Heinz and Nicole Slupetzky:
like father,
like daughter
by Daniel Pinkerton
For fall semester 2000 the Center for Austrian Studies was particularly blessed. We had not one but three Slupetzkys on campus. Nicole,
our liaison from the Österrreichische Kommission für neuere Geschichte, taught a class on the history of the Austrian Republic, and midway
through the semester her father Heinz, a professor of geography at the
University of Salzburg, came to the university, along with his wife, Brigitte. In addition, father and daughter each gave a seminar presentation. Nicole’s was “Forced labor in Salzburg Province during the Nazi
Regime” and Heinz’s was “The Austrian Alps without Glaciers? Natural Climatic Changes vs. Global Warming.” In addition, Heinz, a gifted
amateur photographer, gave a slide presentation of his beautiful images
of glaciers around the world. ASN decided, as a change of pace, to
interview father and daughter jointly. They hardly ever interrupted each
other—in fact, unsurprisingly, each seemed to know just when to jump in
and complete the other’s thought.
ASN: Where were you born and educated?
HS: I was born in Vienna and educated partly in a little village in Salzburg province, but mostly in Vienna. That is where I went to the high
school, and I attended the University of Vienna, finishing my studies in
1968.

was newly founded in 1962, including the department of geography.
Besides an assistant for human geography, they needed an assistant for
physical geography. So I started in 1965 and finished my thesis, eventually became a professor at Salzburg, and not counting a few interruptions—for example, I went to United States for a year—I have remained
in Salzburg.

ASN: You were one of the sixty-eighters?
HS: Yes. I think that on a personal level that mostly passed me by, but I
was witness to those times.

ASN: Nicole, unlike the Slupetzky brothers, you managed to escape
geography; still, you are a Salzburger, and you maintained an interest in
the region. When were you first attracted to history?
NS: In high school, when I was about 14 or 15. At that time I was pretty
lazy in history. The teacher told me that I might get a C if I did’t really
study. And I didn’t want to get a C in history. Mathematics, perhaps, but
not history. So I sat down and started studying everything we had done
during the whole year and caught up. Suddenly I understood connections,
and I had background information. From that time on I was very interested in history and it was easy for me to study, because I had the background. I knew that I wanted to study history, and I thought I could do
well at it. It’s true that your expectations are often too high when you start
studying something, but it did turn out to be a subject that I still like to
study. I maintained my interest and earned my Ph.D. from the University
of Salzburg. My Doktorvater was Professor Wagnleitner, because I was
writing on the Spanish American War, and the United States is his field.

ASN: Did geography and glaciers always interest you? Is there a particular mentor or faculty member who got you interested in this subject?
HS: My interest did not come from school at first. When I graduated, I
had not had a lot of coursework in geography. But from 1958 to 1964,
my parents were running a big Alpine hostel for the Austrian Alpine
Club—220 people could sleep there. It was newly constructed at that
time, and it was the fanciest one —very “hot” as they said—and my twin
brother and I both got in touch for the very first time with mountains and
glaciers. After we worked up there for a year, my brother asked me if we
shouldn’t study geography. Originally I was going to study philosophy or
psychology, but I think it was better to have a realistic subject . . .
ASN: One that keeps you close to Alps?
HS: Right. And, therefore, we both started to study geography, geology,
and meteorology. In the very beginning, we also majored in physical education. But, on the one hand, we were more interested in geography than
sport, and, on the other hand, we were not good swimmers. So we gave
up classes in physical education.

ASN: We know him very well—he’s been to Minnesota a number of times.
But while you were in school, you also got involved in your father’s work
and coauthored some articles with him. How did that come about?
HS: I had a master’s student whose thesis was on historical documents
concerning glacier variations of the last centuries. And she found in
an archive in Salzburg documents about glacier and climate changes in
1820. No one had known about or studied these documents before. The

ASN: When did you join the faculty at Salzburg?
HS: I came to Salzburg in 1965. At that time I hadn’t finished my
studies but Salzburg was essentially a new university—the faculty of
theology went back 340 years or so, but the other part of university
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studying history, and I got really interested in the topic of forced labor,
so I decided to do more research on it. Right now forced labor is a very
popular topic in Austria. It is getting easier to get documents. I started to
do research on this camp, which was a branch camp of Dachau; so we are
both working in the same valley but in different disciplines.

interesting thing is that this was close to the maximum extent of the glacial advance (around 1850). When I first started examining them, Nicole
had some time and could help me.
NS: I was at the end of my studies, and I had learned how to read the
old letters and handwriting, so my dad asked me to continue and read
the documents and to transcribe them. It was very interesting, so I continued to transcribe all the documents. Then my dad said they should be
published, so I did the historical part, and he did the geographical part of
the documents.
HS: I was able to tell her where the name is derived from, topographical
names, and such things. But some glaciers had different names at that
time than they do now, and she researched that. We worked successfully
together, and these documents are the first in the Eastern Alps to really
describe, with good evidence from farmers and other residents, the
decreasing harvests. Their harvests got worse, and the trees on the timberline started to die as the climate got cooler, and it led to bad famines
at the beginning of the 19th century. Therefore, the records were begun
for the bishop . . .
NS: They had to pay their taxes to the archbishop of Salzburg in the form
of goods and crops and so on. But they had trouble paying their taxes
because the climatic changes had caused poor harvests.
HS: They had nothing to eat, so they thought maybe this could change
policies of the bishop.
NS: They compiled reports of all their farming problems using details of
their personal experience. I don’t know if it really changed the behavior
of the archbishop. I doubt it.
HS: But as far as they knew, there was no scientific reason to ask people what they thought was going on. Nobody really knew the relation
between climatic changes and glacier changes. Although I remember a
few of the people seemed to have a feeling about the relation between
changing weather and climate and how that might cause a glacier to
advance. So, their instincts were pretty good vis-à-vis that part, even
though they were not men of science.

ASN: When did you first hear stories about the camp?
HS: Six or seven years ago. I’ve been in this area for over 30 years and
there were always rumors about the remains of buildings up there that
were prisoner of war camps. I had no doubts that this was true. Nobody
was investigating them, and I was very surprised when I could get real
proof for the first time. For years, I’ve collected all the photographs I
could get. I was interested in the size of glaciers in former times, because
I wanted to see how they have changed; some of these photos also show
parts of the concentration camp.
NS: There are eyewitnesses that say that a lot of foreigners were working up there as early as 1939 and 1940. However, the term “foreigners” is
deceptive. Italians had different status in the Third Reich than Russians,
for example.
ASN: Although you said in your talk that “foreigners” essentially meant
anybody who wasn’t ethnic German.
NS: Yes, so you always have to question eyewitnesses when they say:
“Well, foreigners were up there since before the war.” Of course that’s
true, but those weren’t forced laborers. Many of them came voluntarily.
When Italy surrendered in 1943, the status of Italians who had come
there as paid laborers changed. They became prisoners, were considered
enemies, and fell to the bottom of the hierarchy of laborers. They were
treated the same way as Russians or Ukrainians. So it is sometimes hard
to make the distinction between foreign labor and slavery.
ASN: What does the future hold for your research on forced labor in
Salzburg?
NS: At the moment my project has only short term financing, so I can just
do local research within
Austria. I hope I will be
able to secure long-term
financing—maybe for a
year or two—so that I can
also include international
documents. I am pretty
sure that there are documents in the National
Archives in Washington,
D.C. Because Western or
American soldiers freed
these camps, there must
be documents in these
archives. Germany has
documents as well, but
many German documents are still unorganized. So finding where
the material is will take
time and, of course,
money. I have applied
for a number of grants,
although even if it’s not
financed I will continue
to work on this topic.
continued on page 21
photo: Heinz Slupetzky

ASN: Nicole, how did
you make the leap from
working on glaciers (not
to mention the SpanishAmerican War!) to your
current research topic—
forced labor in Salzburg
during World War II?
NS: One camp I spoke
about is called Weißsee
and it is close to the
Rudolfshütte, where my
dad has his geographical
research station. I grew
up every summer helping
with his research, and so
I was always connected
with this area. Nobody
really knew that there had
been a camp up there
until a woman talked to
my dad and asked if he
knew about it. My dad
got interested in this area
and started researching
this part of the valley
as well. Then I started
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Archives and Habsburgs in Upper Lusatia

tle hill in time for the celebrations and activities planned to mark “1000
Years of Bautzen” in 2002.
The new quarters will not only include the filial of the Saxon State
Archive, but the city archive and the city library as well. The city archive
is now in temporary quarters, and the archivist there with whom I spoke
was optimistic that the transfer of the collections to the new research center across from the famous sculpture of the King of Hungary and Bohemia, Mathias I “Corvinus” Hunyadi (died 1490), will provide the opportunity to catalogue and organize more thoroughly a collection to which
the authorities during the period of “real existing socialism” in the German Democratic Republic devoted little attention.3
To complicate matters during this transition period, many of the Bautzen records from the Saxon State Archive are temporarily housed in the
new Sächsischen Staatsarchiv Leipzig, a modern, well-outfitted archive
across from a major suburban shopping mall. This archive contains substantial holdings in the field of family history and genealogy and has
been chosen as the temporary home for parts of the Upper Lusatian
records.4
These include the records of the very influential Estates of Upper Lusatia, as well as various archival materials related to Lusatian seigneurial
holdings. Given the political standing of the Upper Lusatian nobility, particularly after the 1547 punishment of the six main Upper Lusatian cities
for their lack of support for the Bohemian king Ferdinand of Habsburg
(ruled 1526-1564), these records are of particular importance. Unfortunately, many of them are now closed to the public for restoration and
will become available after their transfer to the new Bautzen/Budyšin
archive.
To complicate matters further, while the seigneurial holdings are tied
to the Leipzig archive, those holdings organized around the noble families themselves are most often to be found in the Saxon Hauptstaatsarchiv
in Dresden.5 There, in luxurious wood-paneled rooms which somehow
were missed by the Allied bombs of World War II, researchers can find a
series of archives of noble families that held rights, lands, and privileges
in Upper Lusatia, particularly starting with the Saxon phase of Upper
Lusatian history in the 1630s, as the territory was first pawned to and
then granted to the Elector of Saxony in exchange for his support for the
Habsburgs in the Thirty Years’ War.
For the history of the Roman Catholics in Upper Lusatia, and for
sources relating more generally to confessional issues in the territory, the
archive of the St. Peter’s Foundation in Bautzen/Budyšin is essential.6 A
private archive, it contains the records of the ecclesiastical authorities in
the area as well as records from the Bautzen St. Peter’s Church. The St.
Peter’s archive includes material relating to both Protestants and Roman
Catholics following the Reformation. After the secularization of the bishopric of Meissen, and with the inroads of Protestantism in the Lusatias
in the course of the sixteenth century, the dean of St. Peter’s assumed
and was granted substantial religious authority over the parts of the Lusatias once subject to Meissen. (Part of Upper Lusatia was in the newly
refounded Archdiocese of Prague.) The records from this administration
are to be found in the St. Peter’s archive, as are records dealing with
the various Roman Catholic convents and monasteries in the area. These
include the still-operating Cistercian convents of Marienthal and Marienstern (the location of the Free State of Saxony’s first state exhibition in
the post-Socialist era). Of course, the convent archives of the two female
houses also hold records relating to the Habsburg period.

by Joseph F. Patrouch

This summer I had the opportunity to be affiliated with the Geisteswissenschaftliches Zentrum Geschichte und Kultur Ostmitteleuropa
(GWZO), a research institute connected to the University of Leipzig
and directed by Dr. Winfried Eberhard.1 While in Leipzig, I was able
to pursue archival research in that city, in Dresden, and in Bautzen/Budyšin. This research relates to a current project titled “The Contexts and
Connections of Pfarrer Wenceslas
Jacob Rulandi of Sierning (died
1629): Upper Lusatia to Upper
Austria.”
The project grew out of my
earlier research on the Counter-Reformation in Upper
Austria and relates to a little-studied aspect of early
modern Habsburg history:
the period of Habsburg
rule over the territories
of Upper and Lower Lusatia (1526-1630s). These
territories are now split
between Poland and the
German provinces of
Brandenburg and the
Free State of Saxony.
During the period of
Habsburg rule, the
Lusatias were tied to
the crown of St.
Wenceslas, and Habsburg rulers reigned
over the margravates of
Upper and Lower Lusatia.
Dr. Joachim Bahlcke
of the GWZO is the primary organizer of an international conference on the topic of the Habsburgs in Upper
Lusatia, which will be held in Bautzen, the historic capital of Upper
Lusatia, in the fall of 2002. My research project is associated with this
conference and the concurrent exhibition, “Welt-Macht-Geist: Das Haus
Habsburg und die Oberlausitz 1526-1635,” which will take place in the
city museum in Zittau from 4 May to 3 November 2002. The exhibition’s
organizers hope to make this period of eastern German, Czech, and Polish history better known.
Scholars wishing to research this period of Habsburg history should
know that the relevant German archives are presently being restored and
moved. It may not be possible to access some of the materials in this
period of transition. The primary archive of concern, the Saxon Hauptstaatsarchiv’s filial archive in Bautzen/Budyšin, is in a temporary location in rooms in a mill below the castle (the Ortenburg).2 The documents
in this archive, which include, for example, the records of the central
administrators of the margravate (the Landvögte and the Landeshauptmänner), will be relocated into newly refurbished quarters up on the cas-
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A few records may be available through the Sorbian Cultural Institute,
a center that focuses on this Slavic minority in the Federal Republic of
Germany.7 The city archive in Görlitz is undoubtedly important for the
study of the history of Upper Lusatia, but I did not visit it on this research
trip. Archives in Prague and Vienna are also crucial sources for sources
concerning the Habsburgs in the Lusatias, but they are outside of the area
of this report. The archives in Lübben, Luckau, and Guben all would be
essential for a study of the Habsburgs in Lower Lusatia.
Due to the varied histories of the Lusatias since the Habsburg period,
the archival evidence is strewn about in often difficult-to-locate depositories. It is my hope that the upcoming conference and exhibition in 2002,
as well as the planned renovation and reorganization of the archives
in this area, will make this part of the Habsburgs’ territories easier to
research and easier to incorporate into the picture which historians of the
early modern past create.

Schubertiade series
reinvents itself

ENDNOTES
For further information on the activities of this research group, see
their yearly reports, Berichte und Beiträge des Geisteswissenschaftlichen
Zentrums Geschichte und Kultur Ostmitteleuropas (Leipzig: GWZO).
The latest volume was published in 1999. ISBN 3-933142-02-4. See also
the GWZO Website at http://www.uni-leipzig.de/gwzo.
2
Staatsfilialarchiv Bautzen, Seidauer Str. 2, D-02625 Bautzen.
3
Stadtarchiv Bautzen, Lessingstr. 7 c, D-02625 Bautzen.
4
Sächsisches Staatsarchiv Leipzig, Schongauerstr. 1, D-04329 Leipzig.
5
Sächsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, Archivstr. 14, D-01097 Dresden.
6
Domstiftsarchiv St. Petri, An der Petrikirche 6, D-02625 Bautzen.
7
Serbski institut, Bahnhofstr. 6, D-02625 Bautzen.
Joseph F. Patrouch is Assistant Professor of History at Florida International University. v
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The Schubertiade chamber concert series, a local fixture since
1995, has been completely revamped for 2001. It will still feature
chamber music of Biedermeier Vienna, but it has a new location,
new times, and features new amenities.
The new venue, the University Club on historic Summit Avenue,
combines 19th-century charm with superb acoustics. It will be more
like an actual Schubertiade then ever before.
Curator Daniel Rieppel has also devised a schedule in which concerts start at 6 P.M.—later than a matineé and earlier than a an evening performance. The buffet suppers served during intermission
are included in the $25 ticket price, and will feature Austrian fare.
The series was originally started by Rieppel, a Schubert scholar
and concert pianist at Southwest State University in Marshall, Minnesota, when he was a graduate student at the University of Minnesota. For 2001, musicians from Austria will make appearances at
two of the concerts, adding a new dimension to this rapidly blossoming cultural event. The schedule:
• Sunday, January 28, 6 P.M. Schubert Birthday Concert:
Risa Scheuchter, Salzburg violinist, Daniel Rieppel, piano, and
friends—including Minnesota poet Bill Holm.
• Sunday, March 4, 3 P.M. Cello Extravaganza: The complete
works for cello and piano by Beethoven, featuring Stephen Framil, cello, and Vincent Planes, piano. Note: There will be a break
for a four-course Austrian dinner; the concert resumes at 6 P.M.
• Sunday, April 8, 6 p.m. Lieder Recital: Helena Dearing, Viennese soprano, and Daniel Rieppel, piano.
• Sunday, April 29, 6 p.m. Alt Wien: Music of Schubert and his
Viennese Friends: Daniel Rieppel, solo piano. Buffet will feature
specialties of the Burgenland region.
For reservations, contact the University Club of St. Paul, 420 Summit Avenue, St. Paul MN 55102. Telephone: 651-222-1751. For
information, e-mail Rieppel at rieppeld@southwest.msus.edu. v

Berghahn becomes
new AHY distributor
On 15 December 2000, Executive Editor David Good announced
that the Center for Austrian Studies had entered into a partnership with
Berghahn Books (New York/Oxford) in publishing the Austrian History Yearbook. According to Good, “This step is a natural extension
of our ongoing cooperation with Berghahn in a series called ‘Austrian
History, Culture, and Society.’ We entered into this cooperation five
years ago because of Berghahn’s reputation as the leading publisher
in German/Central European studies. The very success of the series
has led us to deepen the partnership by contracting with Berghahn to
publish the AHY.”
The arrangement will raise the international visibility of the Yearbook. By joining forces with Berghahn, the Yearbook will become part
of its list of small but high-quality journals, which includes German
Politics & Society; the Leo Baeck Year Book; French Politics, Culture,
and Society; European Judaism; and the Journal of Romance Studies.
The AHY editorial offices will remain at the Center while the business functions (subscriptions, production, distribution, and marketing)
will be handled by Berghahn out of its New York office: 604 West 115th
Street, New York NY 10025. (Website: www.berghahnbooks.com)
The Center is working with Berghahn on the transition, including
transferring the AHY subscription list over to them. Berghahn should
send subscribers a renewal notice no later than 1 February 2001 and
volume XXXII (2001) will be published in the spring. Good also
announced an increase in the price of the subscription to $35 for individuals and $60 for institutions. He noted that this was the first AHY
price increase in four years. v
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Barbara Frischmuth in Contemporary Context
define herself as an outsider; rather, she “uses her writing to conquer her
homeland.”(32) In contrast to Haushofer’s pessimism, Lorenz, similar to
Michaels, stresses Frischmuth’s attempt at coming to terms with culturally diverse societies as well as with “the gender gap by defining and
examining the differences and by seeking equitable solutions.”(32)
The latter is exemplified in Monika Shafi’s comparative approach
in “Resident Aliens: Home and Displacement in Barbara Frischmuth’s
Das Verschwinden des Schattens in der Sonne and [Waltraud] Anna Mitgutsch’s In fremden Städten.” Shafi points out that although both authors
analyze the dichotomy of home and displacement through similar settings, they “develop the character of the resident alien . . . from opposite
perspectives.”(244) Mitgutsch’s protagonist Lilian finds herself in a culture (Austria) she neither can nor wants to understand, and in the end
she realizes that—in the meantime—she has also alienated herself from
her native culture (America’s New England region). In contrast, Frischmuth’s nameless heroine is actively interested in the new culture (Turkish) whose history and traditions she investigates. Yet, in her purely logical and theoretical attempt to get to know “the other,” she fails to “recognize the current challenges the society faces” (249), and in the end she
realizes the limits of her approach, where she studies, yet fails to fully
understand a different culture.
In her novel Kai und die Liebe zu den Modellen (1979, Kai and the
love of models), the difficulty of adapting to the “other” is seen by
Frischmuth also from the opposite perspective of Turkish workers in
European societies. In her article “Ecological Aspects of Barbara Frischmuth’s Sternwieser Triology,” Julie Klassen discloses how the author
portrays the interconnectedness between all people and creatures through
the creative use of myth and imagination. Citing Frischmuth’s call for
“the biocentric imperative for partnership”(299) in the Sternwieser Trilogy as a both a literary as well as an ecological strategy for survival,
Klassen portrays her “as a present-day agent [who] communicate[s]
insights that might help save the world.”(299) In this context, she also
draws a connection to Hildegard von Bingen, whose work Frischmuth
respects and admires.
Due to space limitations, it is not possible to discuss the rest of the
chapters. But this excellent collection gives a well-rounded picture of
Frischmuth as both a person and an author. Renate S. Posthofen has chosen a wide range of articles that include interpretations and examinations
of individual fictional texts; essays about Frischmuth’s role as a writer
of radio plays and children’s literature; analyses of her engagement in
cultural, social, ecological, and political matters; and various interviews.
These essays are arranged according to an implied chronology of her
work in order to demonstrate her continuities and discontinuities. They
also introduce the reader to each new topic by starting off with some general concepts on Austrian literature and leading him/her into the midst of
Frischmuth’s oeuvre. This anthology, which is aimed at a global readership, should definitely attract not only students and scholars of Austrian
and German literature but also those who “are crossing borders all the
time: I think that they are very important for literature.” (126)

Renate S. Posthofen, ed. Riverside CA: Ariadne Press, 1999. 355 pp.
Cloth, $35.50.
As an Austrian Ph.D. candidate in Austrian Literature in the United
States, I am not only critical but extremely suspicious when it comes to
American scholarship on authors from my native country. It might be
simple pride or the false belief that only Austrians possess the ability
to truly understand literary texts by Austrian writers, with all of their
undertones and various opinions on their country and society. The latter
notion is proved wrong (again) by Renate Posthofen’s collection of critical essays on the work of Barbara Frischmuth.
Barbara Frischmuth is one of the most prominent and well-respected
contemporary authors in Austria, whose work ranges from (literary)
translations and novels to children’s literature and radio plays. But her
role is not merely that of a writer. She also inhabits an important cultural and political position as a mediator between the West and the East,
between the Orient and the Occident, and between Turkish and other
Islamic cultures and Europe, i.e. Austria. Having studied Hungarian and
Turkish, she worked as a translator and also lived in the Islamic world.
This experience became crucial and expanded her horizon, as Jennifer
E. Michaels points out in her eye-opening essay, “Multiculturalism in
Barbara Frischmuth’s Works: The Representation and Mediation of Turkish and Other Islamic Cultures in Das Verschwinden des Schattens in
der Sonne and in Various Short Pieces.” Michaels not only emphasizes
Frischmuth’s expertise in Orientalism—including Oriental mysticism,
traditional Oriental literatures, and her role of “promoting among her
German-speaking readers a deeper understanding and appreciation for
the different Muslim cultures and people”(68)—she also discloses the
author’s portrayal of the attempt to bridge the gulf between the “self”
and the “other” in her novel The Shadow Disappears in the Sun
(1998). Although Frischmuth’s narrator remains unsuccessful in understanding the complex, present-day reality in Turkey and fails to approach
the “other,” Frischmuth, nevertheless, closes optimistically showing
that “different cultures can approach each other with warmth and
respect.”(76)
In her essay entitled “Alien Homeland: The Second Republic from the
Perspective of Austrian Women Authors Aichinger, Bachmann, Haushofer, and Frischmuth,” Dagmar C. G. Lorenz also acknowledges Frischmuth’s unique perspective as one coming from inside Austrian culture.
Frischmuth discloses her relationship toward her native country herself in
an interview (December 1996) with Gerlind Ulm Sanforf. In contrast to
many other Austrian contemporary authors, she is critical but not exclusively negative towards Austrian history and politics: “I think that many
charges against Austria, or more precisely against the Austrian government, are being exaggerated. . . . For instance, if people consider the
mere existence of a person such as Jörg Haider to be synonymous with
the end of democracy in Austria, or even an indication of the coming
of the Fourth Reich.”(143) She also acknowledges the Austro-Hungarian
Empire in a “Magrisian” tradition to be “the first model—and not such a
bad model, as one recognizes now—for the coexistence of different people.”(147) This attitude runs throughout her literature. In contrast to other
Austrian female authors such as Ilse Aichinger, Ingeborg Bachmann,
and Elfriede Jelinek, who distance themselves from Austrian society,
Frischmuth does not embrace a position of marginality. Nor does she

Kristin Teuchtmann
Department of German, Scandinavian, and Dutch
University of Minnesota
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The Life of Schubert
cled by his friends and admirers, in the act
of musizerien. As the author points out:
Although composers inevitably have
friends, collaborators, and champions,
Schubert’s entire existence seems unusually involved with a group of friends,
mainly young men often quite distinguished in their own right, with whom
he lived, worked, traveled, and socialized. (9)
Throughout the book, Gibbs expertly
weaves the story of Schubert, his career,
and his friends together to form a tighter
narrative of the composer’s life than has
been previously done.
Each of the successive chapters are organized around different aspects of Schubert’s personality: “Representing
Schubert,” “Immortal Schubert,” “Popular Schubert,” “Poor Schubert,”
etc., a rather ingenious outlay that not only chronicles Schubert’s timeline but also gives opportunity for a deeper psychological profile for
the subject. In Chapter 5, “Dark Schubert,” the author examines the old
Schubert cliché lächeln und weinen or “laughing and crying,” an aspect
of Schubert’s style that some have identified as peculiarly Viennese. The
melancholic aspects of this style are examined, with now famous allusions to Schubert’s “loose living” and his erstwhile cyclothemia, first
identified by the English musicologist Elizabeth Norman McKay. This
feature of Schubert’s personality has been discussed before, its source
often traced back to the composer’s contraction of syphilis in late 1822.
This particular chapter goes on to try and identify other sources as well,
taking into account the references to Schubert’s “two natures,” one sublimely creative and noble, the other “in Schleim gebadet,” in the now
famous quote from Joseph Kenner, a close friend and avid member of the
Linz branch of the Schubertkreis. This bittersweet mixture of mood can
be ascertained especially in the music, where major and minor modalities
often are in competition (an acoustic representation of light and dark) and
the seemingly frivolous is often married to the serious.
Some of the author’s most perceptive commentary has to do
with Schubert’s relationship to Beethoven. “Who shall stand beside
Beethoven?” was the rhetorical challenge placed by Grillparzer, one
who would utter equally moving words at Schubert’s own funeral, less
than 20 months later. And although there is no conclusive evidence that
Schubert ever personally met the older master (the closest Schubert got
to Beethoven might very well have been to serve as torch bearer to his
funeral procession), there are strong indications that Schubert had definite designs on “standing beside Beethoven.” There are conscious and
intentional steps in this direction, including the late piano sonatas (particularly the posthumous C minor Sonata) and one particularly telling
example that is unique to this volume. In his discussion of the great E-flat
Piano Trio, which Schubert wrote just six months after Beethoven’s
death, Gibbs identifies the work as a programmatic homage to the passing of the older composer. He writes:
Schubert chose this work to be the centerpiece of his academy
(Schubert’s one and only public concert in his lifetime). And I believe
he did so for reasons that demonstrate the overwhelming importance
that Beethoven’s death held for him. . . . Schubert explores the cyclical
structure of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, in which motives connect
continued on page 19

by Christopher H. Gibbs. New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2000.
211pp., illus. Cloth, $49.95; paper,
$17.95.
In the years on either side of Schubert’s
bicentennary (1997), a spate of new books
has emerged focusing on both the life
and the enormous musical legacy of the
great Viennese composer. Schubert’s life
has always proved somewhat elusive to
his biographers; although his times intersect those of Beethoven, Goethe, Napoleon, Franz Grillparzer, and Count Metternich, Grillparzer was the only one with
whom he had friendly relations; indeed,
Schubert set several of the great Austrian playwright’s poems to music.
Beethoven, in stark contrast, was the most famous musician in all of
Europe and was regularly courted by the high and mighty.
Schubert’s work, on the other hand, can now be analyzed in the same
breath as Beethoven’s without any fear of comparison, which was certainly not the case a few decades ago. Schubert’s handling of form was
usually disparaged in earlier criticism, especially in comparison with his
Vaterbild, Beethoven. His work has always been easier to discuss than
his life, mainly due to the fact that there is just so much of it—over 600
songs, twenty piano sonatas (half of which are incomplete in some manner), nine symphonies, much chamber music—and all of this in the span
of 31 years. In comparison, there are only a handful of letters to his circle
of friends, some of which are cryptic and difficult to understand outside
of their Viennese context.
It is therefore refreshing to see a different strategy employed in a
recent Schubert biography by Christopher Gibbs. He begins:
This book concerns less The Life of Schubert than “The Life of
Schubert’s Career,” a story more of the artist than the man. Perhaps
someday a trove of new material will surface that might allow a future
historian to write an intimate portrait of the man and artist, the son,
brother, and friend. But for now, and probably forever, scholars can
only speculate about such fundamental matters as Schubert’s relations
with his parents (his mother is virtually missing from all the surviving
evidence) or about the true nature of his romantic and sexual activities.
A recurring theme of this brief biography will be the reasons for, and
the consequences of, voids in documenting Schubert’s life, absences
that have been filled with much fantasy and many projected images
created by others, whether in popular biographies, novels, operettas, or
movies. (1)
Gibbs’s first chapter is an interesting accounting of the various representations of Schubert through posterity, both biographical and iconographical. No other figure in modern European music history has been
so “interpreted” by friends and acquaintances after his death as Schubert;
because of this, we have an unusual situation of conflicting biographical
accounts often challenged by equally dubious reminiscences, all put forward by people who knew or claimed to have known Schubert in his lifetime. Gibbs examines three famous paintings of Schubert: one by Ferdinand Waldmuller from 1827, one by Moritz von Schwind from 1865 (von
Schwind by this time was one of the prominent artists in Europe and had
been a close member of the Schubertkreis), and the last by Julius Schmid
of 1897. The remarkable feature is that all of them show Schubert encir-
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WOMEN, VIOLENCE, AND WAR
Wartime Victimization of Refugees in the Balkans

for war (domestically and internationally) is a
media campaign vilifying the enemy, characterized by the rape of women. “Public attention is
mainly focused on rape, so much so that it is considered a synonym for violence against women
in general, especially in war” (22) and in the Balkan wars, “[t]he Serb man was turned into the
symbol of all rapists, and the Moslem woman
into the symbol of all victims” (42).
As a legally defined crime, rape—even its
inclusion in war crimes—is viewed as a crime
against the male state under the rubric of “crimes
against humanity” and a crime against a specific
ethnic community (79-81). In other words, the
crime of rape, and other forms of sexual violence,
is not defined as an act of violence against a
woman’s body but rather as a breach of law. The
ethnic dimension of existing legal definitions of
rape and sexual violence, including human rights
law, reveals the fundamentally political nature
of identifying and prosecuting crimes against
women. In light of this, Nikolić–Ristanović provocatively argues that a more open definition
of rape, which neutralizes the patriarchal and ethnic boundaries of the
state (or international community), should include the crime of “forced
impregnation” (81).
Second, rape is only one of the more visible forms of violence against
women. Consequently, practices that are more discreet are overlooked.
Included in the less visible forms of violence against women are psychological violence and changes in socioeconomic and familial status.
Slobodanka Konstantinović-Vilić’s analysis of psychological violence
includes threats and intimidation, insults and humiliations, harassment
in the workplace, evictions and expulsions from residences, restriction
of movement, and witnessing scenes of suffering and the humiliation of
others (99ff.). Most importantly although less surprisingly, these examples of less visible acts of violence against women highlight continuities
from peacetime to wartime practices. Nataša Mrvić-Petrović and Ivana
Stevanović’s chapter, “Life in Refuge—Changes in Socioeconomic and
Familiar Status,” also complicates popular definitions of refugees, while
emphasizing the disproportionate gendered effects of displacement on
women and families.
Similar to the reevaluation of violence, and hence victimizations, a
central concern of this work is a reconsideration of who refugees are.
The popular perception of refugees is amazingly similar across time and
place. Refugees are poor, typically older men and women or young children. This simplified view of who refugees are is problematic, but it
is convenient—and it is emotive. Destabilizing the category of refugee,
Women, Violence and War reveals a more complicated picture of who
refugees are and the basic political use value of existing definitions of
refugees. Of the women interviewed, 68.5 percent are between the ages
of 25 and 55; 82.8 percent were employed; and 47.1 percent had completed secondary education. Based on this data, Nikolić-Ristanović and
Stevanović conclude that most of the women were “professionally independent” and used to a “certain social status, a decent financial standard
continued on page 18

Vesna Nikolić-Ristanović, ed. Budapest: Central
European Press, 2000. 245 pp. Cloth, $49.95;
paper, $22.95.
Understanding the recent wars in the Former
Republic of Yugoslavia, which slipped from civil
wars to nationalistic and ethnic wars of expansion (or holding on), is an incredibly complex
task. Whether there is a logical point of origin is
a moot point, according to the authors of Women,
Violence and War. Blame, guilt, and accountability are political privileges that many who suffer
from the direct and indirect consequences of war
do not have: these are the refugees. This group
of victims, somehow emblematic of the past century, in fact, becomes a pawn in the political reinvention of the roots of and unfolding of conflicts
around the globe. The Balkan wars of the 1990s
are no different, and the authors of this volume
make this significant connection explicit.
Particularly compelling in this volume is a
feminist methodology that calls into question
conventional definitions of violence, victim, and
refugees. Vesna Nikolić-Ristanović and Ivana Stevanović define their
feminist methodology as a “way that overcomes traditional hierarchical
relations between the interviewer and the interviewee, and [that] makes it
possible for those interviewed to become the subject, and not the object
of research” (35). The subjects of this book are seventy women, predominately Serbian, interviewed by the Group for Women’s Rights (the European Movement in Serbia) in 1994. The most poignant section of the
book is a collection of stories and letters from ten of the women (appendix 2). Admittedly, the authors acknowledge this is not a representative
sampling by any means, but it is illustrative and suggestive of their wider
conclusions on violence, war, and victimization.
One of the more important contributions that Women, Violence and
War makes to considerations of the contemporary situation in the Balkans is a critical reexamination of violence. Marina Blagojević’s preface
suggests a multilayered reading of the book. On one level, the book is
a “narrative of good and evil.” A second level is the ethnic and political
macrosociological context of the conflict. Another level examines the
roles of gender relations. In a good feminist manner, however, the book
resists oversimplified definitions of the historical events or the terms of
discussion (xii-xiii). Two salient points of interest are the processes of
victimization and its consequences.
Violence against women is not historically limited to wartime; in fact,
violence during war only emphasizes and exacerbates violence during
more peaceful times (21-22). Surely this is a commonsensical deduction,
but it is a connection that needs to be addressed to better understand the
sources and forms of violence against women during times of war. The
paradigmatic form of violence against women is rape, either in peacetime or wartime. This reductionist abstraction is problematical—for the
authors and readers alike—for many reasons. First, the sensationalization of rape simultaneously reinforces patriarchal notions of gender
relations, while it overshadows less visible forms of violence against
women (47ff.). An important component in the mobilization of support
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AUSTRIA: SOCIETY AND REGIONS

scape,” “Population and Society,” “Environment and Natural Resources,”
“Agrarian Society and Leisure Society,” “City and Country,” “Dual
Economy and Dual Transportation,” “Certain and Uncertain Futures,”
and “Austria in Europe.” Each chapter has an introductory table of contents and a summary of the key points, which form a very helpful orientation to the topics and issues.
Lichtenberger is not the only
scholar who contributes strong
work. Credit must also be
given to the other members of
the research team for their contributions. Heinz Fassmanns’s
well-written critical analyses
of the post-World War II population development and the
changing society, as well as
the economic development and
the evolving labor market of
Europe, deserve special recognition. Others contribute to
the chapters on population and
household structure (Michael
Sauberer), high mountain
research and glaciation (Gernot Patzelt), agriculture (Hugo
Penz), industry (Gerhard Palme), housing (Walter Matznetter), and the
leisure economy and secondary homes (Herbert Baumhackl).
In the preface, Lichtenberger poses the “basic question … of whether
such a small country is inevitably condemned to insignificance in the
grand ‘Common House of Europe’ or whether, despite its smallness,
it has contributions to make that are of importance for Europe as a
whole.”(5) The final chapter offers a number of answers to this question
in the following concluding remarks:

by Elisabeth Lichtenberger. Vienna: Austrian Academy of Sciences
Press, 2000. 491 pp., figs., maps, tabs., photos. Cloth, 855 öS.

This book is based on the lifelong extended research experience of
this internationally acclaimed author and on the results of the work
of the members of the research
project “Austria —Space and
Society.” The volume is the
revised and expanded version
of the book Österreich (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1997).
It has been expertly translated by Lutz Holzner, an emeritus professor from the University of Wisconsin (Milwaukee). Surprisingly, this is the
first comprehensive regional
geography on Austria since
the state-of-the-art work by
Norbert Krebs, who published
Die Ostalpen and das heutige
Österreich (The Eastern Alps
and the present-day Austria) in
two volumes in 1928. Just as
Norbert Krebs was confronted with the identity of the new small state
shrunk from the former Austro-Hungarian Empire, Lichtenberger’s book
appears at another national time landmark, that of the collapse of the Iron
Curtain at its northern and eastern boundaries (1992), the integration of
Austria into the European Community (1994), and the subsequent lifting
of the political boundaries with Germany and Italy.
Elisabeth Lichtenberger has received considerable recognition in Austria and among European geographers not only for her courage and
expertise in writing a comprehensive geography of Austria about seven
decades after Krebs but also for presenting a refreshingly new and
dynamic approach to regional geography. While it describes and analyzes
the environmental conditions, resources, and human processes and structures of Austria using a multidisciplinary perspective, it also emphasizes
the position and the role of Austria within the larger spatial and political
context of Europe. Far from following the rigid and static approach of
traditional regional geographies of countries (“Länderkunde”) often characterized by an encyclopedic accumulation of features and facts, it critically examines the potentials and problem areas of a changing society, of
the structural transformation of the economy, and of evolving natural and
cultural landscapes and their regional differentiation.
The clearly written text is superbly complemented by 79 tables, 102
figures (including many maps and color graphics), and 229 photographs,
generally of high technical quality and relevance to the themes addressed
in the chapters. Of particular value is the exhaustive international and
multidisciplinary bibliography on Austria with a total of over 300 titles,
including bibliographies, atlases and maps, census material of the Austrian Statistical Office, other scientific data banks, as well as general
works on Austria and publications relating to the individual major chapters. The reference to specific topics and locations is facilitated by a carefully compiled index of subjects and an index of geographical names.
Austria: Society and Regions is thematically grouped into the following chapters: “Territorial History and Legacy,” “The Political Land-

• Globalization in Austria causes a sort of de-nationalization;
• Austria follows the European path of aging societies and of growing

numbers of retirees;
• Immigration is on the verge of becoming a particular problem for
Austria because of its external borders with non-EU countries;
• Although Austria is not a country characterized by metropolization,
Vienna is a metropolis of European fame and importance;
• Austria is a major destination of international tourism, which has a
major impact on the economy, society and environment;
• The European integration of Austria has tended to weaken the
nation-state while boosting federalist tendencies and regionalisms;
• In spite of the European integration, Austria has attempted to design
social policies which reflect political and social traditions, while trying
to respond to new situations and challenges;
• With the projected expansion of the European Community to the
East, Austria (once again) will find itself in the very center of Europe
(452-55).
Austria: Society and Regions is both an outstanding reference book
and a thoughtful analysis of many regional issues. It is well worth recommending to an English-language audience.
Christoph Stadel
Department of Geography
University of Salzburg
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News from the Field
FULBRIGHT SCHOLAR PROGRAM: 2002-2003
Grants for U.S. Faculty and Professionals

Distinguished Chairs

Fulbright Lecturing/Research Awards

In the past two years, the Austrian Fulbright Commission has established six Distinguished Chairs
in conjunction with Austrian universities. Distinguished Chair awards are among the most prestigious appointments in the Fulbright program and
carry enhanced benefits. They are:
• Fulbright-Johannes Kepler University of Linz Distinguished Chair
in International Business
• Fulbright-Karl Franzens University Distinguished Chair in Cultural
Studies
• Fulbright-University of Innsbruck Distinguished Chair in the
Humanities
• Fulbright-University of Klagenfurt Distinguished Chair in Gender
Studies
• Fulbright-University of Salzburg Distinguished Chair
• Fulbright-University of Vienna Distinguished Chair in the Humanities (including selected social Sciences)

Applications for following awards for the
2002-2003 academic year are due 1 August 2001.
After prescreening and peer review in the U.S. in
the fall, a short list of applicants for each position is
forwarded to Austria, and applicants are notified of
their status in January or February. The categories:
• Lecturing: Open to Any Field (2 one semester awards)
• Research: Open to Any Field (2-4 two to four month awards)
• Austrian-Hungarian Joint Research Award (2 months Austria, 2
months Hungary)
• Fulbright/Diplomatic Academy Visiting Professor of International
Relations (4 months lecturing)
• Fulbright/IFK Visiting Scholar in Cultural Studies (4 months
research)
• Fulbright/Sigmund Freud Society Visiting Scholar in Psychoanalysis (4 months lecturing/research)
• Insurance and Risk Management (4 months lecturing: Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration)
For more information on the Fulbright program, consult the CIES
website: <http://www.iie.org/cies/>. For information on Distinguished
Chairs in Austria, contact Dr. Karen C. Adams, tel. 202-686-6285,
kadams@cies.iie.org. For information on Lecturing/Research Awards,
contact Dr. Richard Pettit, rpettit@cies.iie.org, tel. 202-686-6240.
Applications for the Fulbright U.S. Student program for the academic
year 2002-2003 are not due until October 2001. For information consult
<http://www.iie.org/> and the next ASN.

Lecturing is in English. Applicants for all Fulbright awards must be
U.S. citizens. Please note that the timeline for applications in this program is different than below. Applicants submit a letter of interest and
curriculum vitae by 1 May 2001 for the 2002-2003 academic year. Following a review in early summer, scholars selected for a short list for
each chair will be asked to complete a full application by early August.

SAHH NEWS
Oklahoma), January 1998-January 2003 (and Executive Secretary,
January 2000-January 2002); Pieter Judson (Swarthmore College),
January 1999-January 2004; and Lois Dubin (Smith College), January 2000-January 2005. Nominations for a successor for Jim Niessen
on the executive committee were taken at that time. At press time, the
result was not yet known.
Also, during the January meeting the executive committee discussed
topics for scholarly panels that the SAHH may propose for the annual
meetings of the AAASS and the German Studies Association in October 2001 or the meeting of the American Historical Association in January 2002. The executive committee welcomes suggestions for panels
at these meetings, and hopes to see a strong representation of the
SAHH membership and all scholars interested in the history of the
Habsburg monarchy and its successor states at all of them. Suggestions
can be sent to any member of the executive committee. The deadline
for both organizations is 15 February 2001.
Gary B. Cohen
Executive Secretary, SAHH
E-mail: gcohen@ou.edu

The American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies
has honored a member of the Society for Austrian and Habsburg History and its executive committee, Prof. Lois Dubin of Smith College,
by awarding her this year’s Barbara Jelavich Prize in Habsburg, Russian, and Ottoman history for her book, The Port Jews of Habsburg
Trieste: Absolutist Politics and Enlightenment Culture (Stanford University Press, 1999). The executive committee and the Society join in
congratulating Prof. Dubin for this achievement.
The SAHH sponsored two sessions at the American Historical Association Annual Meeting in January 2001. One was a panel, “Popular
Loyalties, National Identities, and Historians’ Narratives of the Fate of
the Habsburg Monarchy,” on Sunday morning, and the other was was
“A Roundtable on Jörg Haider, the Freedom Party, and the Historical
Traditions of the Austrian Right,” on Saturday afternoon.
The SAHH executive committee met during the American Historical Association Annual Meeting in Boston in early January 2001. The
current voting members include: James Niessen (Texas Tech University), January 1999-January 2001; Franz Szabo (University of
Alberta), January 1997-January 2002; Gary B. Cohen (University of
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habsburg happenings

HABSBURG and Other Scholarly Societies
For historians of the Habsburg monarchy before 1867, it is self-evident that Austria and Germany were inseparable in this period. More
than a decade ago there was a concern among many of them that Habsburg studies was being shortchanged at GSA meetings. As part of the
remedial effort, the then executive secretary of the American Association for the Advancement of the Study of Austrian and Habsburg History, Karl Roider, contacted Gerald Kleinfeld of the GSA about raising the profile at GSA meetings. Professor Kleinfeld promised to do
what he could to help, including a promise to always make room for
Austrian sessions. Beginning the next year, the GSA meeting included
several panels that Professor Roider helped organize.
Austrian Studies scholars at American universities often look to students interested in National Socialism to fill their courses, and literary scholars working on Austrian writers are naturally affiliated with
German departments. The controversies about Austria’s former president, Kurt Waldheim, and about the participation of the Freedom Party
led by Jörg Haider in the present government have provided additional
impulses for increasing coverage of Austrian studies at the GSA meetings. How Austria comes to terms with its Nazi past has been a prominent topic of panels for several years, and was once again in Houston –
attracting the interest of non-Austrianist colleagues who want to know
why Vergangenheitsbewältigung is less advanced in Austria. Panels at
this year’s meeting included a roundtable on the new Austrian government, an update on the Wehrmacht exhibition in Salzburg (see the discussions on H-Soz-u-Kult compiled at http://hsozkult.geschichte.huberlin.de/beitrag/diskusio/ausstell.htm), and much new research on
forced labor and deportations in Nazi-era Austria. There were also
panels on urban society and on anti-Semitism in the work of Adalbert
Stifter which demonstrated the usefulness of considering Habsburg
studies in a German context.
The American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies
(AAASS) is another scholarly society with which many HABSBURGers identify. Just as with the GSA, some have suggested that one field,
East European or East Central European studies, is submerged and
even neglected within the larger association. This will be a future topic
of HABSBURG discussions and of this column.
James P. Niessen
HABSBURG review editor
H-Net Vice President for Research & Publications
niessen@mail.h-net.msu.edu

HABSBURG’s first Austrian editor, Franz Adlgasser, wrote in our
last column about our vision for internationalizing our online community through more German-language reviews, members, and discussions. We’re pleased to see a rising number of first-rate reviews of
European publications. Our English language reviewers should rest
assured that I am still shepherding our English-language reviewing
and reviewers. We still require HABSBURG membership of those we
ask to write English reviews.
I use the word “members,” rather than subscribers, advisedly. For
more than six years we have asked those who would like to receive
our messages via e-mail to complete a membership application. Most
who apply are scholars with advanced degrees or grad students in our
field, and we add them to the group at no charge. The smaller number
that we turn down are genealogists with the mistaken notion that we
are focused on dynastic lineages, undergraduates, and individuals who
approach us with commercial intent—they are free to consult our web
logs if they like. We hope that having an intellectual community of
active interest, with confidential access to our membership directory,
will encourage the exchange of ideas through the mailing list and
directly among individuals.
HABSBURG is a scholarly society, albeit one that does not collect
dues or receive program slots at annual meetings. We are formally
affiliated with the Center for Austrian Studies and with three kindred
groups that fit the more conventional definition of a scholarly society:
the Society for Austrian and Habsburg History, the American Association for the Study of Hungarian History, and the Czechoslovak History
Conference. These are all groups whose concerns and membership
correspond substantially to our own. These societies also distinguish
us from two larger networks in H-Net, H-German, and H-Soz-u-Kult,
with which we share some messages and subscribers but which are not
themselves affiliated with any societies.
One of the larger societies to which we can compare ourselves is
the German Studies Association, which publishes the journal German
Studies Review. On the occasion of its recent annual meeting in Houston, we raised the question on HABSBURG of the presence of Austrian studies sessions on the program. Germany and Austria are different countries; is the GSA absorbing, even “Finlandizing” the smaller
group and its field, to the detriment of its particularity? The off- and
online discussion, at the conference and afterwards, clarified the matter for many of us.

Women, Violence, and War

from page 14
and the provision of a safe living for their families” (38). By paying particular attention to the transition of these financially secure women from
the prewar period, Mrvić-Petrović and Stevanović challenge the popular
perception of refugees as predominately poor. As they became refugees,
all of the women surveyed suffered impoverishment and increasing financial reliance on others. That is, these women came to embody certain
aspects of the stereotypical image of a refugee.
There are many intellectually interesting and emotionally disturbing
aspects of this book. Methodologically, the explicitly feminist agenda of
the authors provides unique insights into the nature of war, violence, and
victimization during the Balkan wars of the 1990s. The gendered component of including the life stories of women exposes problems inherent in

extant definitions of violence and the political-legal framework of international and human rights law and in categories such as refugees and
victims. One caveat I would add, however, is that this work lacks a sufficiently comparative perspective—even from within the areas of the
former Republic of Yugoslavia. This does not delegitimate the authors’
conclusions but opens up the possibility of a more inclusive and wider
understanding of the global issues of violence against women and the
conditions of refugees.
Robert D. Levy
Department of History
University of Minnesota
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News from the North

Canadian Centre Strengthened by Generous Gift
Anschluß of Austria to Germany, the
When Dr. Manfred F.
new totalitarian regime tried to deny the
Wirth thinks of Austria, the
very existence of Austria and all the
country of his birth, he
pluralistic values old Austria had stood
remembers not only the interfor. “They tried everything to eradicate
war Austria in which he grew
the history of Austria,” Wirth noted, “so
up or the post-war Austria he
[remembering it] means a great deal to
left in 1952 to come to Canme.” Wirth feels the heterodox multiada, but also the old Austronational polity that was the Austro-HunHungarian Empire in which
garian monarchy was in many ways
he was born in 1913. In
ahead of its time and that there is much
an age of virulent nationto be learned from its successes as well
alism, the pluralistic multias its failures.
cultural empire ruled by the
Wirth was born in Vienna in 1913.
Habsburgs seemed to be an
Educated in Graz, Innsbruck, and Vienna,
anachronism. After the painhe earned special distinction in the field
ful tragedies of the twentieth
of Austrian history in his university
century, however, with the
study and received a doctorate in law
wisdom of hindsight many
from the University of Vienna in 1936.
people now regard that
Left to right: Franz Szabo, Manfred Wirth, and Walther Lichem.
From 1945 to 1951 he was the sales
doomed political entity with
director for the Austrian National Steel Corporation in Linz, one of
more sympathy and see the contemporary relevance of many of its
the largest industrial enterprises in Austria, as well as administrator of
problems.
the steel wholesale firm, Ehrenletzenberger. In 1952 he emigrated to
Manfred Wirth, successful Canadian entrepreneur and grandson of
Canada, becoming a Canadian citizen in 1957.
an imperial Habsburg army officer, had long thought about ways he
From 1952-59 Wirth was employed by Algoma Steel Corporation in
might keep alive the legacies of the country of his birth in his new
Sault St. Marie, rising to vice-president in charge of market research
adopted home on the North American continent. When he became
and pricing. In 1959 two managing directors of the Austrian National
aware of a successful Canadian academic center specifically devoted
Steel Corporation persuaded Wirth to undertake the marketing of their
to the study of the past and present Central European world from
products in North America. Wirth left Algoma and founded his own
which he came, his broader aim soon found its focus. Opened at the
company, the highly successful Wirth Ltd., which specialized in the
University of Alberta in September 1998, the Canadian Centre for
import to North America of the products of the Austrian conglomerAustrian and Central European Studies (CCAuCES) had quickly risen
ate as well as those of related Austrian industries, such as the Austo national prominence in Canada and had achieved exactly the kind of
trian Cable Company. In time Wirth opened sales offices in New York,
profile Wirth thought should be strengthened and supported.
Atlanta, Houston, Cleveland, Chicago, and Los Angeles and moved
Dr. Wirth initially contacted then Austrian Ambassador to Canada
his company headquarters to Montreal. In 1993, at the age of 80, Wirth
Dr. Walther G. Lichem with the idea of a major donation. Facilitating
sold his company and went into brief retirement. Soon lured back to
the donation proved to be one of Lichem’s last duties before his recall
the life of an active entrepreneur, however, he founded a new comto Vienna, and he was elated that his bridge building efforts received
pany, M. F. Wirth Rail Corporation, which is engaged exclusively in
such a tremendous boost from Dr. Wirth. The donation came in the
the sale of European railroad tracks to North and South America.
form of a stock portfolio, which, when sold, netted an endowment fund
Franz Szabo, Director
of $1.3 million (CAN). It should yield an annual income of approxiCanadian Centre for Austrian and Central European Studies
mately $65,000 for the CCAuCES.
ccauces@ualberta.ca
In a subsequent interview, Wirth recalled how, during the Nazi

Schubert from page 13

movements and music from an earlier movements is incorporated into
a later one. (157)
In fact, Gibbs finds in the octave drop of the Swedish song that forms the
theme of the Trio’s soulful slow movement a convenient place to “further
reveal the movement’s message: ‘Farewell, farewell.’” (158)
The book ends with an insightful look into Schubert’s reception
entitled “Composing Invisibly,” which sometimes seemed the case, as
Schubert’s unorganized and unpublished manuscripts were made into
performing editions. There was always some “new” work by Schubert
to be premiered throughout the 19th century, even though the young
Schubert had passed away long before. There is a brief epilogue on
Schubert research today that provides an interesting, if brief, look at sev-

eral issues, most notably questions surrounding Schubert’s sexuality. A
controversial question has arisen in the last few years concerning the possibility that the composer may have been a homosexual, including the
validity of the purported evidence and the appropriateness of the matter
in relation to the study of Schubert’s life, work, and historical significance. This chapter makes a fitting end to a fine and important work of
scholarship.
Daniel Rieppel
Department of Music
Southwest State University
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For a young scholar of Austrian literature, Franz Werfel grants are almost too
good to be true—truly the gift that keeps
on giving for up to 18 years. Have we got
your attention? Read on.
Werfel grants support young university
teachers of German who focus on topics
dealing with Austrian literature. It does
not fund the study of linguistics or language. Recipients are expected either to
pursue their academic research as visiting
scholars at university institutes and other
research departments or to carry out specialized research in archives and libraries.
Each grant provides funding for a maximum of 18 months. The grant is divisible; the initial period should be at least
one semester in duration and may be as
long as 9 months. The recipient has up
to three years to use the entire 18-month
grant.
Benefits include:
• a monthly grant of ATS 10.000,• miscellaneous subsidies for accomodation (up to ÖS 1.000,- extra) in
accordance with the Austrian Ministry of Education’s guidelines.
• ATS 1.000,- monthly allowance for books
• one-time startup allowance of ATS 2.500,• single initial allowance for the purchase of books at the beginning of
a grant up to a maximum of ATS 5.000,- (must show receipts, must be
authorized by tutor)
• intensive additional specialized tutoring/mentoring in monthly meetings of current Werfel grant holders between October and June
• exemption from course fees
• health and accident insurance
Applicants must be 35 years old or younger at the start of the first
grant period (October of the applicable academic year). Candidates
must have established a connection with an academic at an Austrian
institution. The grant is not limited to holders of Ph.Ds and may be
used by advanced doctoral students for dissertation research. However, it may not be used for funding a Ph.D. granted by an Austrian
university.
This is generous enough. But the unusual feature of the Werfel program is its posttutorial guidance, which can continue for up to 18 years

(this is not a misprint). Once a participant has used up 12 months of her
or his grant and is teaching at a university level, the grant provides for
an annual invitation to the Symposium of the Österreichische Gesellschaft für Germanistik. The Austrian Ministry for Education, Research,
and Culture (BMBWK) covers the cost up to ATS 1.000,- per person;
ATS 1.000,- per diem; partial subsidy of travel expenses; and ATS
2.500- for book purchases, upon presentation of receipts. But that’s not
all! The post tutorial program also includes a free subscription to a
scholarly or literary journal and a one month research grant every three
calendar years.
Invitations for applications are sent out worldwide. Seven grants are
awarded every year by the Office for Academic Mobility (BAMO)
of the Austrian Exchange Service (ÖAD) on behalf of and at the
expense of the BMBWK. Details of application procedures can be
found at the Austrian grants database, <http://grantsdb.oead.ac.at>.
Applications can be submitted to the nearest representative of the
Austrian government: consulate, embassy, cultural institute. See
<http://www.bmaa.gv.at/botschaften/botschaftindex.html>. Forms can
be obtained through the grants database, the Austrian government representatives, or the BAMO. The fax number is 43-1-4277-28194; the
e-mail is info@oead.ac.at. Deadline: 1 March 2001. Recipients will
be notified by the end of May or the middle of June, and the earliest
that a grant period can commence is 1 October 2001. v

Fall conference from page 1
lively discussions examining this dichotomy.”
The event will also mark the first large-scale Center function at which
the new permanent director will appear. Although our director will be a
scholar known to many in the community of Habsburg historians, this
could be your opportunity to extend a hearty congratulations and find out
a little more about the future of the Center firsthand.
We invite our colleagues from around the world to submit proposals
for either individual papers or for full panels. All prospective panelists
should submit a 500-word abstract (together with a curriculum vitae and
e-mail address) summarizing their thesis and supporting evidence by 1
April 2001. CAS and CCAuCES particularly urge scholars from Central
Europe to submit proposals but encourage them to examine their own
national myths, rather than those of their neighbors. Papers should not

exceed ten pages of double spaced text (excluding footnotes) for an oral
presentation that will not exceed 20 minutes.
Notifications regarding acceptance will be made by 18 May 2001.
CAS and CCAuCES will be in a position to subsidize some but not all
travel and accommodation expenses of participants. A special conference
hotel rate will be available; depending on the exchange rate of the Canadian dollar, it will be approximately $60-$70 (U.S.) per day.
Abstracts, panel proposals, or questions may be directed to: Franz
A. J. Szabo, Director, Canadian Centre for Austrian and Central European Studies, University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada T6G 2E6,
e-mail: ccauces@ualberta.ca; or Gerhard Weiss, Interim Director, Center
for Austrian Studies, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis MN 55454,
U.S.A., e-mail: casahy@umn.edu. v
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Nicole’s Notes

As a corresponding Fellow of the British Academy and the Medieval Academy of America, Fichtenau inspired not only Austrian but
also foreign historians with his pioneering formulation of historical
problems and questions and an incomparable gift for presentation. In
his hands, the practice of paleography became both a skill and an art.

News in brief from Austria by Nicole Slupetzky
HEINRICH
FICHTENAU,
1912-2000

HELMUT RUMPLER FÉTED
The year 2000 brought twin anniversaries that are important enough
to be mentioned in the Austrian Studies Newsletter. Helmut Rumpler,
Professor of Modern History and Austrian History at the University
of Klagenfurt celebrated his 65th birthday. Rumpler is a member of
the Austrian Academy of Sciences and also a corresponding member
of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences. To celebrate his birthday and
to honor his work for the Department in 25 years, the Department of
History and the University of Klagenfurt published a commemorative
volume which was presented on 19 October in Klagenfurt. Prof. Fritz
Fellner gave a speech honoring Rumpler’s work in general and in Austrian History and Dr. Claudia Fräss-Ehrfeld’s remarks lauded his work
on the regional history of Carinthia. The city of Klagenfurt honored
Professor Rumpler by giving him a medal for his research.
Since 1996 Helmut Rumpler has been chair of the Commission for
History of the Habsburg monarchy at the Austrian Academy of Sciences. The 7th volume of Die Habsburgermonarchie 1848-1918: Verfassung und Parlamentarismus, edited by Rumpler and Peter Urbanitsch, was presented on 14 December 2000 in the Austrian Parliament.

Heinrich Fichtenau, professor for
medieval history at the University of
Vienna, died on 6 June 2000. Fichtenau,
received his Doktorat from the Institut
für Österreichische Geschichtsforschung
and completed his Habilitation in paleography on 30 May 1942.
Together with Erich Zöllner, Fichtenau published a series of books on the
documents of the Babenberg dynasty. After the war he started teaching
at the University of Vienna and became an associate professor. In 1962
he continued his career as a professor of medieval history and was
chair of the Institut für Österreichische Geschichtsforschung and an
active member of the Austrian Academy of Sciences. After his retirement in 1983, which he called “a desired release into freedom,” he
intensified his research, publishing a number of articles and volumes,
including Lebensordnungen des 10. Jahrhunderts in 1984 and the third
volume of Beiträge zur Mediävistik a year later.

Slupetzkys

from page 8
Especially the Weißsee camp, because there is a personal connection. At
the very least, I’m planning a few articles on it.

natural and manmade warming working together. It looks as if we are
heading toward the warmest climate we have had in the last 10,000 years.
We don’t completely understand the complex relationship between natural and manmade warming, but we know humans are only making the
problem worse. It is so serious that we cannot wait until we have examined all the evidence and come up with exactly the right solutions. It will
be too late. When we are extrapolating into the future, we only can do that
by creating likely scenarios. I say we must accept the worst case scenario
and act on it so that we do as much as possible—rather than wait 30 or
40 or 50 years. v

ASN: Is it still a sensitive topic after all these years?
NS: It’s an emotional topic for all sides. I have said that prisoners who
were forced laborers on farms had a better life—not a great life, and
they were still slaves—but still, their experience compared favorably to
Dachau and Mauthausen. This upset people, though. You always have to
be very careful what you say and how you act. Also, we had an interesting discussion at the GSA meeting in Houston, and we found out that it
is easier for some Americans to get documents from Austrian archives
than it is for Austrian researchers. Because if you are American, you will
publish in the United States, and it won’t really affect Austria. But if you
are an Austrian working in the field of Austrian history, you might make
connections. For example, after World War II, the energy industry and
water reservoir companies used this camp to continue the projects that
had been started in wartime. If you find any connections between the
wartime forced labor and living people, that could cause trouble.

Spring Conference from page 3
The Kann Memorial Lecture
Anton Pelinka is professor of political science at the University of
Innsbruck and director of the Institute for Conflict Research in Vienna.
He has been a frequent visitor to the Center’s conferences and seminar
series and was part of the team that helped conceptualize the University
of Vienna-University of Minnesota joint research project, “Economy,
Society, and Politics in the ‘New’ Europe.”
Pelinka holds both a Ph.D in political science and a Doctor of Law
degree. He has published extensively in German and English, has been a
visiting professor in locations as far apart as Berlin, Stanford, and New
Delhi, and has received numerous awards and fellowships. He has also
climbed out of the “ivory tower” to be Austria’s representative on the
European Union’s Commission on Racism and Xenophobia.
Among his better-known English-language books are Austria: Out of
the Shadow of the Past (Westview, 1998), Social Democratic Parties
in Europe (Praeger, 1983), and Politics of the Lesser Evil: Leadership,
Democracy, and Jaruzelski’s Poland (Transaction, 1999). Having published work on Karl Renner and the First Republic, he is a rare political
scientist with an ability to analyze the present in historical context. v

ASN: One last question. Heinz, in your talk you said that there is evidence of both natural climactic warming and manmade global warming. Could you to expand on the interrelationship of natural climactic
increase and manmade temperature increase?
HS: When we talk about natural climactic changes, we should consider
the last 10,000 years. When you do that, you see that the earth has experienced warm periods and cooler periods coming and going. This is the
natural fluctuation of the climate, and the advancement and contraction
of glaciers reflect that. Because of industrialization and the resulting pollution of our atmosphere and environment, manmade global warming
over the last few decades has been very intense. We might have stayed
within the parameters of the last 10,000 years, but now we have both
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Announcements
INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCES & SYMPOSIA
United States. Annual Conference. The thirty-ninth
annual meeting of the Southern Conference on Slavic
Studies, 1-3 March, Radisson Hotel Old Town, Alexandria VA. Hosted by George Mason University.
Contact: Amy Nelson or Tom Ewing, Department of
History, Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ.,
Blacksburg VA 24061. E-mail: anelson@vt.edu or
etewing@vt.edu. See also the SCSS web site at
http://www.sewanee.edu/Faculty/Goldberg/SCSS/.
United States. Conference. The 31st Annual Scholars’ Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches,
3-6 March, Saint Joseph’s University, Philadelphia.
The Conference hotel is The Radisson Twelve Caesar’s 215/879-4000. Mention the Scholars’ Conference to receive the special $109 conference rate.
This rate includes breakfast. The hotel has a kosher
kitchen. Keynote speakers include Irving Greenberg
and Yaffa Eliach. Contact: Dr. Marcia Sachs Littell,
Executive Director, Annual Scholars’ Conference,
Associate Professor & Director, Master’s Program in
Holocaust & Genocide Studies, The Richard Stockton College of New Jersey, Pomona NJ 08240. Tel:
609-652-4418 or 610/667-5437; fax: 610-667-0265;
e-mail: Marcia.Littell@stockton.edu.
Scotland. Symposium. “Blueprints for No-Man’s
Land: Connections in Contemporary Austrian Culture,” 29 March-1 April, University of Aberdeen.
Contact: Dr. Janet Stewart, Dept. of German, Taylor
Building, University of Aberdeen, Old Aberdeen,
Scotland AB24 3UB. Tel: 44-1224272488; e-mail:
j.stewart@abdn.ac.uk; website: http://www.abdn.
ac.uk/~ger042/conference. html.
United States. Conference. Association for the Study
of Nationalities (ASN), 5-7 April, International
Affairs Building, Columbia University, New York
City. Theme: “Nation-Making, Past and Present:
Community, Economy, Security.” Sponsored by the
Harriman Institute. Registration fees are $40 for ASN
members, $60 for nonmembers, $30 for East European nonmembers, and $25 for students. Participants
are urged to preregister early. Please note that the
convention will be unable to refund fees after 15
March. Preregistration can be done electronically,
by fax, or by regular mail. A registration form can
be downloaded from our ASN web page (http://
asn.uno.edu), or be requested from Gordon Bardos,
Convention Director, Harriman Institute, Columbia
University, 1216 IAB, 420 W. 118th St., New York
NY 10027. Tel: 212 854 8487; fax: 212 666 3481;
e-mail: gnb12@columbia.edu.
Wales. International conference. “A Social History of
Central European Politics, 1945-1953,” 17-19 April,
University of Wales, Swansea. Before 1989, the peoples of Central Europe were arguably written out of
their own recent history. The region was seen as a
chessboard, with individual countries being regarded
as little more than pawns in the Cold War confrontation between the Soviet Union and the United
States. Since 1989, scholars have had access to huge
amounts of hitherto unavailable archival material. It
is now possible to construct a more sophisticated
analysis of the interaction between American and

Soviet policies in Central Europe, and the political
concerns and behavior of ordinary people. This conference will look at popular politics and high politics and their interaction in Austria, Czechoslovakia,
East Germany, and Hungary in a comparative perspective. If you wish to attend, contact Dr. Jill
Lewis or Dr. Gareth Pritchard at the History Department, University of Wales, Swansea, SA2 8PP.
E-mail: jill.lewis@swansea.ac.uk or g.d.pritchard
@swansea.ac.uk. Some funding is available for
transport for graduate students who wish to attend.
Accommodation is available on the University of
Wales Swansea campus.
United States. Workshop. Graduate student workshop: “Challenges to Political Parties in Europe since
1800: A Multidisciplinary Retrospective,” 20-22
April, Minda de Gunzburg Center for European Studies, Harvard University, Cambridge MA. Contact:
Lisa Eschenbach, Minda de Gunzburg Center for
European Studies, Harvard University, 27 Kirkland
Street, Cambridge MA 02138. Phone: 617-495-4303,
ext. 231. E-mail: lmeschen@fas.harvard.edu.
Wales. Symposium. “Women, Gender and the Extreme
Right in Europe, 1919-1945,” 4-6 July, Cardiff University, Cardiff, Wales. Contact: Kevin Passmore,
Cardiff University, PO Box 909, Cardiff CF1 3XU.
Fax: 44-29-20 87 49 29; website: http://www.cardiff.
ac.uk/hisar/people/kp/conference/.
Austria. International Conference. “The Vienna
Circle and Logical Empiricism: Re-Evaluation and
Future Perspectives of the Research and Historiography,” 12-14 July, University Campus of the University of Vienna. Copresented by Institut Wiener Kreis/
Vienna Circle Institute (IVC) and the University of
Vienna, Center for Interdisciplinary Research (CIR).
This conference marks the 10th anniversary of the
IVC, which has promoted, cultivated and disseminated the scientific philosophy and philosophy of
science of the Vienna Circle/Logical Empiricism for
the past decade. In the spirit of the members of the
Vienna Circle, the IVC adheres to a pluralist and
enlightened conception of science that includes a
commitment to the democratization of knowledge
and of science and to the critique of irrationalism, dogmatism, and fundamentalism in any form. The conference languages will be English, French, and German.
Registration and further questions: Institut Wiener
Kreis/Institute Vienna Circle, Museumstraße 5/2/19,
A-1070 Wien, Austria. Tel.: 011-43-1-5261005; fax:
011-43-1-5248859; e-mail: ivc@philo.at; website:
http://ivc.philo.at.
Finland. Symposium. Fifth International Congress
of Hungarian Studies, 6-10 August, Jyväskylä, Finland. “Politics and Society in Hungary: Power
and Culture.” Official languages of the congress:
English and Hungarian. Contact the congress at:
Jyväskylän yliopisto, Seminaarinkatu 15, PL 35-A,
FIN-40351 Finland. Tel: 358-14-2601308; fax: 35814-2601328; e-mail: hungkong@cc.jyu.fi; website:
http://www.jyu.fi/hungkong
United States. Call for papers. The Association
of Genocide Scholars Fourth International Biennial
Conference, “Deterring and Preventing Genocide:
Missed Opportunities, Contemporary Issues and
Future Possibilities,” 10-12 June, University of Min-
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nesota, Minneapolis MN. Conference hotel: Radisson Metrodome, Minneapolis; Special conference
rate: $98.00/night, single or double. The Association of Genocide Scholars welcomes proposals for
papers and sessions dealing with a wide variety of
related themes, including the role of special criminal
tribunals, truth commissions, and international law;
strategies of humanitarian intervention; the value of
genocide survivors’ testimonies; and methods for
assessing and mobilizing public opinion to support
measures to prevent future genocides. Papers may
be focused on the experience of the past, contemporary problems, or prospects for the future. Abstracts/
proposals: Send 2 Copies (maximum of 500 words)
with a brief c.v., before 15 February 2001 to Dr.
Frank Chalk, Concordia University, Department of
History, 1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. West, Montreal,
Quebec, H3G 1M8 Canada. Fax: (514) 848-4538;
e-mail: drfrank@alcor.concordia.ca. Deadline: 15
February.
Turkey. Call for Papers. “Texts/Images of History:
Representations and Uses of the Past in Central and
Southeast Europe.” International Workshop, June
2001, Sabanci University, Faculty of Arts and Social
Sciences, Istanbul. We are young researchers working on the issues of the political and intellectual
history of Central and Southeast Europe who have
formed a research network. The aim of our workshop
is to bring together young doctoral candidates and
faculty from various national and disciplinary backgrounds for an interdisciplinary dialogue on contested issues such as the construction of identities,
applying “Western” methodologies and interpretative strategies on “Eastern” realities, and the mutation of “Western” political and cultural discourses
in different cultural contexts. The underlying longterm ambition of our undertaking is to contribute to
the emergence of a nonnationalist vision about our
common cultural heritage, while remaining sensitive
to the plurality and specific characteristics of the various cultural and political identities. We also seek
to create an opportunity for the participants to present their current research papers and to benefit from
public debates. The prospective number of participants is around 30-35. Senior scholars from the
region will be invited to moderate the panels and to
give keynote speeches. The workshop is planned to
take place in early June, and its intended duration is
four days. To apply, send a short abstract (1-2 pages
of length) and a c.v. to Vangelis Kechriotis, e-mail:
vkechr@yahoo.com. Deadline: 15 February.
The Netherlands. Call for Papers. Fourth European
Social Science History Conference (ESSHC), The
Hague, the Netherlands, 27 February-2 March 2002.
ESSHC welcomes papers and sessions on any topic
and any historical period. It is organized in a large
number of networks: Africa, Antiquity, Asia, Criminal Justice, Culture, Economics, Elites, Ethnicity
and Migration, Family and Demography, Geography,
Government and Politics, Health, Labor, Latin America, Nations and Nationalism, Oral History, Quantitative Methods, Religion, Sexuality, Social Inequality, Theory, Women and Gender, World History, and
more. The Conference fee will be NLG 300 (at present this is about US $120). Further information about
submitting an abstract and an electronic pre-registration form can be obtained from the Conference
Internet site at http://www.iisg.nl/esshc or from the
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conference secretariat: European Social Science History Conference 2002, c/o International Institute of
Social History, Cruquiusweg 31, 1019 AT Amsterdam, Netherlands. Tel: 011-31-20-66 858 66 fax:
011-31-20-66 541 81; e-mail: esshc@iisg.nl. Deadline for sending in a preregistration form and abstract:
1 March.

women’s history, film history, etc. Those interested
in proposing a volume will receive a set of guidelines for submitting a prospectus. Please contact him
directly at bedward@hawaii.edu.

Romania. Call for Papers. Seventh International
Conference, Center for Romanian Studies, 3-7 July
2001, Iai, Romania. “Romania: A Crossroads of
Europe.” This conference will focus on cultural, literary, political, commercial, diplomatic, military, and
historical contacts between Romania and the wider
world. Papers dealing with all time periods are welcomed. As in previous years, the papers presented
at this conference will be collected and published
in a volume to be presented at the following year’s
conference. Paper proposals, including a one-page
abstract, should be sent to: Viorica Rusu, Program
Coordinator, Center for Romanian Studies, Oficiul
Postal 1, Casuta Postala 108, 6600 IaŖi, Romania.
Fax 40-32-219010; e-mail: csr@romanianstudies.ro
Deadline: 1 March.

EVENTS AND EXHIBITS

United States. Fellowships. National Endowment
for the Humanities Collaborative Research Fellowship. The American Councils for International Education: ACTR/ACCELS and the National Council
for Eurasian and East European Research (NCEEER)
are currently accepting applications for the 2001-02
NEH Collaborative Humanities Research Fellowship. Fellowships provide up to $30,000 for four
to nine months of research in East-Central Europe
and the former Soviet Union. Proposals must include
plans to work with at least one collaborator in the
field. The merit-based competition is open to all U.S.
post-doctoral scholars in the humanities, including
such disciplines as modern and classical languages,
history, linguistics, literature, jurisprudence, philosophy, archaeology, comparative religion, and ethics.
(For a complete list of eligible disciplines, please
contact American Councils or NCEEER). Language
proficiency is not required if applicants can demonstrate a means of conducting research without it.
American Councils is prepared to assist scholars
in locating potential collaborators. Contact: Graham
Hettlinger, American Councils for International
Education: ACTR/ACCELS, 1776 Massachusetts
Avenue, NW, Suite 700, Washington, DC 20036. Tel:
202-833-7522; e-mail: hettlinger@actr.org; or Program Officer, NEH Collaborative Humanities Fellowship, NCEEER, 910 17th Street, NW, Suite 300,
Washington, DC 20006. Tel: 202-822-06950. Deadline: February 15.

CALL FOR PAPERS. MLA Convention
and Volume 34, no. 3/4 of Modern Austrian Literature. “Seriously Funny: Humor, Comedy,
and Satire in Austrian Literature, Film, and
Performance.”
We invite manuscripts on humor, comedy,
and satire in Austrian culture from a variety
of theoretical perspectives. They may compare texts, periods, cultures, and subcultures
from the Enlightenment to the present. Contributors should strive to place their discussions in a larger theoretical or culturalhistorical context. Papers may treat writers,
genres, performance practice, reception, language, and formal aspects. Possible genres:
stage comedy, operetta, satire, Volksstück,
television, essay, cabaret, cartoons, film,
fiction, aphorism, jokes, proverbs, poetry,
song, actionism, performance art, and conceptual art. We welcome interdisciplinary
approaches (anthropological, linguistic, psychological, philosophical, historical, etc.) and
collaborative work. Possible topics: humor
and (national) identity; censorship and
humor; political humor and satire (in unexpected places?); humor and the philosophy
of language; postmodernism and humor;
humor and cultural transfer (can humor be
translated?); scandals and humor; feminist
approaches to humor.
For submissions for the MLA Convention
(special sessions of the International Arthur
Schnitzler Research Association): abstracts
of 250-500 words. Membership in MLA by
1 April is required of those who present
papers. Deadline: 15 March.
Submissions to Modern Austrian Literature
(special issue 2001:3/4) should follow the
most recent edition of the MLA Handbook
and be double spaced. Please submit manuscripts (no longer than 30 pages including
notes) for anonymous review, in triplicate,
and electronically in WordPerfect 6.1 or
Microsoft Word. Unless accompanied by
SASE, manuscripts and diskettes will not be
returned. Deadline: 1 July.
Send abstracts and manuscripts to:
Modern Austrian Literature, Editors, Dept. of
German, Russian, and East Asian Languages,
Bowling Green State University, Bowling
Green OH 43403-0219. E-mail inquiries:
ghowes@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

England. Scholarships. Gates Cambridge Scholarships. Cambridge University has received a gift from
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation to establish
a scheme of Gates Cambridge Scholarships for students from all countries other than the United Kingdom. The trustees of the scheme have asked faculties to bring these scholarships to the attention of colleagues both in Cambridge and in the United States,
in the hope that good candidates will be encouraged
to apply for admission as graduate students, whether
for taught postgraduate study or for research. Potential applicants should apply through the Board of

Graduate Studies for admission as soon as possible.
Candidates resident in the United States, Australia,
Canada, New Zealand, and the European Union will
be considered automatically for a scholarship if
they submit an application to the University. Students resident in other countries may also need to
fill out the special Gates application form which
is available, together with other information on
the scheme, on the University website: http://
www.gates.scholarships.cam.ac.uk. Deadline for fall
2001 admission: 28 February 2001.

Germany. Seminar Series. Osteuropa-Institut Ringvorlesung. Wintersemester 2001, Mittwoch 18.20
Uhr. “Vom Elitären zum Populären: Popular Culture
im Ost-West-Vergleich.” Konzeption/Leitung: Prof.
Dr. Birgit Menzel und Dr. Rosalinde Sartorti. 31 January: Christoph Veldhues (Münster), “Trivialität und
(Auto)Epigonalität. Beschreibungskategorien nichtoriginaler Literatur am Beispiel des ‘Soviet Thriller’
der 1980/90er Jahre.” 7 February: Wolf-Dietrich
Junghanns (Stanford University, Berlin), “Faustkampf und Boxen: Die Popularisierung des ‘russischen Stils’.” 14 February: Ulrich Hufen (Köln),
“Rock in Rußland: Von der Perestrojka in die Bedeutungslosigkeit.” Osteuropa-Institut, Garystraße 55,
14195 Berlin. Tel.: (030) 838-52076/-54036, Fax:
(030) 838-54036, e-mail: sartor@zedat.fu-berlin.de.

PUBLISHING NEWS
United States. Call for Papers. East European Studies is currently soliciting submissions for its Occasional Papers Series from all disciplines in the
humanities field of East European studies. These
manuscripts are academic papers meant to provide
readers with more detailed information on various
topics of the region and are usually chapter length
in size. EES regularly publishes these papers for dissemination in printed booklet format and makes the
text available for downloading in PDF format on the
program’s website. Please provide all manuscripts in
both hard copy and electronic copy formats. You may
direct all inquiries to: Meredith Knepp, East European
Studies, The Woodrow Wilson Center, One Woodrow Wilson Plaza, 1300 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20004-3027. Tel: 202-691-4227;
fax: 202-691-4001; e-mail: kneppm@wwic.si.edu.
Wilson Center website: www.wilsoncenter.org/ees.
United States. Call for papers. Ed Beauchamp, University of Hawaii, is editing a series for the Greenwood Publishing Group (Praeger) on “Perspectives
of the Twentieth Century,” a series of volumes
designed for both general readers and as possible
required or supplementary textbooks in a wide variety of courses, including Western civilization and
surveys of European and American history, as well as
in selected undergraduate and graduate social science
courses. These volumes will provide a basic synthesis of their subject that will expand and enhance
the treatment found in introductory textbooks and
will be written by scholars who are not only
respected specialists on the topic but also write
clearly and cogently. Each volume will be relatively
brief (275-325 pages), written in understandable
prose and presenting the topic in a straightforward
manner. When possible, he encourages authors to
include approximately 25-40 pages of primary documents on the topic, in addition to a carefully
crafted bibliography/filmography or bibliographical/
filmographical essay directing readers to the best
recent scholarship on the topic. He is interested in
receiving proposals on all aspects of the twentieth
century, not only in traditional political and social
history but also those dealing with such topics as
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Working Papers in Austrian Studies
The Center for Austrian Studies serves scholars who study the politics, society, economy, and culture of modern Austria and of Habsburg Central
Europe. It encourages comparative studies involving Austria or the Habsburg lands and other European states, stimulates discussion in the field, and
provides a vehicle for circulating work in progress. It is open to all papers prior to final publication but gives priority to papers by affiliates of the Center
and scholars who have given seminars or attended conferences at the Center. If you would like to have a paper considered for inclusion in the series,
please contact Gerhard H. Weiss or Daniel Pinkerton at the Center for Austrian Studies.
95-1. Edward Larkey, Das Österreichische im Angebot der heimischen Kulturindustrie
95-2. Franz X. Eder, Sexualized Subjects: Medical Discourses on Sexuality in German-Speaking Countries in the Late Eighteenth and the
Nineteenth Centuries
95-3. Christian Fleck, The Restoration of Austrian Universities after World War II
95-4. Alois Kernbauer, The Scientific Community of Chemists and Physicists in the Nineteenth-Century Habsburg Monarchy
95-5. Stella Hryniuk, To Pray Again as a Catholic: The Renewal of Catholicism in Western Ukraine
95-6. Josef Berghold, Awakening Affinities between Past Enemies: Reciprocal Perceptions of Italians and Austrians
96-1. Katherine Arens, Central Europe and the Nationalist Paradigm
96-2. Thomas N. Burg, Forensic Medicine in the Nineteenth-Century Habsburg Monarchy
96-3. Charles Ingrao, Ten Untaught Lessons about Central Europe: An Historical Perspective
97-1. Siegfried Beer, Target Central Europe: American Intelligence Efforts Regarding Nazi and Early Postwar Austria, 1941-1947.
98-1. Dina Iordanova, Balkan Wedding Revisited: Multiple Messages of Filmed Nuptuals
98-2. Christopher Long, The Other Modern Dwelling: Josef Frank and Haus & Garten
99-1. Peter Thaler, “Germans” and “Austrians” in World War II: Military History and National Identity
99-2. Adi Wimmer, The “Lesser Traumatized”: Exile Narratives of Austrian Jews
00-1. Lonnie Johnson, On the Inside Looking Out: The ÖVP-FPÖ Government, Jörg Haider, and Europe
00-2. Alan Levy, An American Jew in Vienna
00-3. Arnold Suppan, Austria: A Short European History (forthcoming)
00-4. Erika Weinzierl, The Jewish Middle Class in Vienna in the 19th Century (forthcoming)
Working Papers 92-1 through 94-4 are still available. See previous issues of the ASN, the CAS website, or contact the Center for authors and titles.
The price per paper is $3.00 ($4.00 for foreign addresses). To order, send your name, address, and paper numbers requested along with payment to
Center for Austrian Studies, Attention: Working Papers (address on page 2). Checks must be drawn on a U.S. bank in U.S. dollars and should be made
out to “Center for Austrian Studies, University of Minnesota.” We also accept MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards. To pay by credit card, indicate
the card used and include your card number, expiration date, and signature on the order. Most Working Papers are also available on our website and
may be downloaded for free. The URL is http://www.cas.umn.edu
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